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It is evident that rote recall is a factor of minute importance in ordinary use of lan
guage, that "a minimum of the sentences which we utter is learnt by heart as such
that most of them, on the contrary, are composed on the spur of the moment," and
that "one of the fundamental errors of the old science oflanguage was to deal with
all human utterances, as long as they remain constant to the common usage, as with
something merely reproduced by memory" (Paul, 1886,97.8). In this remark, it is
only the reference to "the old science of language" that is subject to qualification.
In fact, the realization that this "creative" aspect of language is its essential
characteristic can be traced back at least to the seventeenth century. Thus we find
the Cartesian view that man alone is more than mere automatism, and that it is the
possession of true language that is the primary indicator of this (see Descartes,
Discourse on Method, part V), developed by a follower along these lines (Cordemoy,
1668): "if the organs ... had a certain settled order among them [i.e., if man were
a "language-producing engine" such as, for example, an artificial speaking machine,
rocks that produce an echo, or, to a confirmed Cartesian like Cordemoy, a parrot],
they could never change it, so that when the first voice were heard, those that were
wont to follow it would needs be heard also ... whereas the words which I hear
utter'd by Bodies, made like mine, have almost never the same sequel" (6) " ... to
speak, is not to repeat the same words, which have struck the ear, but to utter
others to their purpose and suitable to them" (13). In any event, whatever the
antiquity of this insight may be, it is clear that a theory of language that neglects
this "creative" aspect of language is of only marginal interest.

On the basis of a limited experience with the data of speech, each normal human
has developed for himself a thorough competence in his native language. This com
petence can be represented, to an as yet undetermined extent, as a system of rules
that we can call the grammar of his language. To each phonetically possible utter
ance (cf. Section 4.2), the grammar assigns a certain structural description that speci
fies the linguistic elements ofwhich it is constituted and their structural relations (or,
in the case of structural ambiguity, several such structural descriptions). For some
utterances, the structural description will indicate, in particular, that they are per
fectly well-formed sentences. This set we can call the language generated by the gram-

To others, the grammar will assign structural descriptions that indicate the
of their deviation from perfect well-formedness. Where the deviation is

sumciently limited, an interpretation can often be imposed by virtue of formal rela
to sentences of the generated language.

The grammar, then, is a device that (in particular) specifies the infinite set of well
sentences and assigns to each of these one or more structural descriptions.

~ ~LUQ.~") we should call such a device a generative grammar to distinguish it from
descriptive statements that merely present the inventory of elements that appear in
tructural descriptions, and their contextual variants.
.The generative grammar of a language should, ideally, contain a central syntactic
mponent and two interpretive components, a phonological component and :a

Thus grammar reduces to such matters as government, agreement, inflectionalparadigms,
like. This decision seems to me no more defensible than a decision to restrict the study of

structure to phonetic patterning.
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52 Linguistic Theory

semantic component. The syntactic component generates strings of minimal syntac
tically functioning elements (following Bolinger, 1948, let us call themformatives)
and specifies the categories, functions and structural interrelations of the formatives
and systems of formatives. The phonological component converts a string of forma
tives of specified syntactic structure into a phonetic representation. The semantic
component, correspondingly, assigns a semantic interpretation to an abstract struc
ture generated by the syntactic component. Thus each of the two interpretive com
ponents maps a syntactically generated structure onto a "concrete" interpretation,
in one case phonetic, and in the other, semantic. The grammar as a whole can thus
be regarded, ultimately, as a device for pairing phonetically represented signals
with semantic interpretations, this pairing being mediated through a system of
abstract structures generated by the syntactic component. Thus the syntactic com
ponent must provide for each sentence (actually, for each interpretation of each
sentence) a semantically interpretable deep structure and a phonetically interpret
able surface structure, and, in the event that these are distinct, a statement of the
relation between these two structures. (For further discussion, see Katz and Postal,
forthcoming.) Roughly speaking, it seems that this much structure is common to all
theories of generative grammar, or is at least compatible with them. Beyond this
loose and minimal specification, however, important differences emerge.

The generative grammar internalized by someone who has acquired a language
defines what in Saussurian terms we may call langue (with a qualification to be
fied below, in Section 1.2). In performing as a speaker or hearer, he puts this
to use. Thus as a hearer, his problem is to determine the structural description
ed by his grammar to a presented utterance (or, where the sentence is syntactically
ambiguous, to determine the correct structural description for this particular
and using the information in the structural description, to understand the utterance.
Clearly the description of intrinsic competence provided by the grammar is not
be confused with an account of actual performance, as de Saussure emphasized
such lucidity (cf. also Sapir, 1921; Newman, 1941). Nor is it to be confused with
account of potential performance." The actual use of language obviously involves
complex interplay of many factors of the most disparate sort, of which the
matical processes constitute only one. It seems natural to suppose that the
actual linguistic performance can be seriously pursued only to the extent that
have a good understanding of the generative grammars that are acquired by
learner and put to use by the speaker or hearer. The classical Saussurian assumptior
of the logical priority of the study of langue (and the generative grammars
describe it) seems quite inescapable.

In the background of the discussion below there will be two conflicting
generative grammar. The first-which I will call the taxonomic model-is a
outgrowth of modern structural linguistics. The second-which I will call the

"The common characterization of language as a set of "verbal habits" or as a "complex
ent dispositions to verbal behavior, in which speakers of the same language have perforce co
resemble one another" (Quine, 1960, 27) is totally inadequate. Knowledge of one's
not reflected directly in linguistic habits and dispositions, and it is clear that speakers
same language or dialect may differ enormously in dispositions to verbal response, dependiing
personality, beliefs, and countless other extra-linguistic factors.
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5The most accessible summary of formal properties of grammatical transformations, from
point of view, is in Chomsky (\96Ia), For further details, see Chomsky (\955, chapters
The most extensive study of English grammar within this framework is Lees (\ 960a). See the
ography of the second printing (\962) of Chomsky (\957a) for references to much recent

In addition, cf.Schachter (1961, 1962), P<ilstal (1962)" .' " \
GFor examples of the operation of the transformational cycle in English, see'C~oms)cy,

Lukoff (1956), and improved statements in Miller and Chomsky (\ 963), For examples in R
see Halle (196Ib), For examples in Latvian, see Halle and Zeps (forthcoming). The structure
phonological component of a transformational grammar, with particular reference to En
is discussed in more detail in Halle and Chomsky (1960, forthcoming).

-

structure) subcomponent consists of an ordered set of rewriting rules that generate
strings of formatives that we may call C-terminal strings. These constitute either a
finite set, or a highly restricted infinite set. The second (transformational) subcom
ponent consists of a partially ordered set ofcomplex operations called (grammatical)
transformations, each of which maps a full Phrase-marker (or a pair, triple, etc., of
Phrase-markers) of some terminal string (or a pair, triple, etc., of terminal strings)
into a new derived Phrase-marker of a T-terminal string. Some of the rewriting and
transformational rules may be obligatory, while others are optional. Application of
all obligatory and perhaps some optional rules of the syntactic component, observing
order, will give a T-terminal string with a derived Phrase-marker. The structural
description of this string will be a set of Phrase-markers (one for each underlying C
terminal string, and, in addition, the derived Phrase-marker of the full string) and a
representation of its "transformational history," what we may call a Transformation
marker. We will see below that all of this information plays a role in determining
the interpretation of an utterance." It is also essential to distinguish a lexicon, with
rather different properties, but I will not go into this question here.

The phonological component of a transformational generative grammar consists
of an ordered set of rewriting rules, an ordered set of transformational rules, and an
ordered set of rewriting rules, in that order. The transformational rules, furthermore,
apply in a cycle, first to the smallest constituents of a string, then to the next largest
constituents, etc., until the maximal domain of phonological processes is reached;
These are, technically, transformational rules since they involve the co'nstituent
structure of the utterance. This transformational cycle determines the phonetic
of syntactically complex units from the underlying (abstract) phonemic form
components, using the manner of composition specified by the derived i-nrase-

marker."Notice that in the case of the transformational model, the symbols and structures
that are manipulated, rewritten, and transformed as a sentence is generated
bear no very direct relation to any of its concrete subparts, whereas in the case
taxonomic model each of the symbols that is rewritten in the generation of a selltelllCe
stands for a category to which some subpart of this sentence belongs (or cat,eg()rv
symbol by which it is represented), It is in this sense that the taxonomicmodel is bot

more concrete and more atomistic,
Investigation of the semantic component of a transformational grammar is quit

recent. It has proceeded from the assumption, implicit in all studies of transforma,
tional grammar, that the grammatical functions and relations that play the primar
role in determining the semantic interpretation of a sentence are those that
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succeed, but the deep-seated regularities of the language that he somehow discovers
escape explicit formulation, and the nature of the abilities that enable him to perform
this task remain a complete mystery. The vastness of these gaps can be appreciated
only when one makes an attempt to construct explicit rules to account for the full
range of structural information available to the mature user of a language.

Focusing on the notion of "creativity," one can distinguish two conflicting views
regarding the essential nature of language in nineteenth-century linguistic theory.
On the one hand, we have the Humboldtian view that "man muss die Sprache nicht
sowohl wie ein todtes Erzeugtes, sondern weit mehr wie eine Erzeugung ansehen"
(1836,Section 8, p. LV). The essence of each language is what Humboldt designates
as its characteristic Form (not to be identified with "inner form"). The form of lan
guage is that constant and unvarying factor that underlies and giveslife and signifi
cance to each particular new linguistic act. It is by having developed an internal
representation of this form that each individual is capable of understanding the
language and using it in a way that is intelligible to his fellow speakers. This
characteristic form determines and inheres in each separate linguistic element. The
role and significance of each individual element can be determined only by consider
ing it in relation to underlying form, that is, in relation to the fixed generative rules
that determine the manner of its formation. It is this underlying generative principle
that the linguist must seek to represent in a descriptive grammar.

Compare, for example, such representative passages as these: "Das Verfahren
der Sprache ist aber nicht bloss ein solches, wodurch eine einzelne Erscheinung
zu Stande kommt; es muss derselben zugleich die Moglichkeit eroffnen, eine
unbestimmbare Menge solcher Erscheinungen, und unter allen, ihr von
Gedanken gestellten Bedingungen, hervorzubringen ... [die Sprache]
daher von endlichen Mitteln einen unendlichen Gebrauch machen" (Section
p. CXXII). " ... [die Form] ... ist in ihrer Natur selbst eine Auffassung
einzelnen, im Gegensatze zu ihr als Stoff zu betrachtenden, Sprachelemente
geistiger Einheit- Denn in jeder Sprache liegt eine solche [Einheit], und durch
zusammenfassende Einheit macht eine Nation die ihr von ihren orf'ahren
iiberlieferte Sprache zu der ihrigen. Dieselbe Einheit muss sich also in
Darstellung wiederfinden; und nur wenn man von den zerstreuten Elementen
zu dieser Einheit hinaufsteigt, erhlilt man wahrhaft einen Begriff von der Spl:aclle
selbst, da man, ohne ein solches Verfahren, offenbar Gefahr [auft, nicht einm
jene Elemente in ihrer wahren Eigentiimlichkeit, und noch weniger in ihre
realen Zusammenhange zu verstehen" (Section 8, p. LXII). "Es versteht sich inde
von selbst, dass in den Begriff der Form der Sprache keine Einzelheit als isolir
Thatsache, sondern immer nur insofern aufgenommen werden darf, als sich ein
Methode der Sprachbildung an ihr entdecken lasst" (Section 8, p. LXII). "Di
charakteristische Form der Sprachen hangt an jedem einzelnen ihrer kleinste
Elemente; jedes wird durch sie, wie unerkIarlich es im Einzelnen sei, auf irgend eitl.
Weise bestimmt. Dagegen ist es kaum moglich. Punkte aufzufinden, von denen sic.
behaupten liesse, dass sie an ihnen, einzeln genommen, entscheidend)haftete" (Se
tion 8, p. LIX). "Denn die Sprache ist ja nicht als ein daliegender, in seinem Ganz
libersehbarer, oder nach und nach mitteilbarer Stoff, sondern muss als ein sich e
erzeugender angesehen werden, wo die Gesetze der Erzeugung bestimmt sind, a
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\VIe es aussere oder innere VeranlaSSUnggh ~e '~~'~Streben besitzt, die ganze Sprache,
zubringen und hervorgebracht zu verst her ~,I usrt, ?ach und nach aus sich hervor-
si 1 e en - ection 9 p LXX) F I
mce anguage consists essentially of a "S ' ,; . urt iermore,

von Wortern" (cf. Section 9 LXXV ystem von Regeln as well as a "Vorrath
follows that "Das Sprechenle;'n~;1der Ki~~~' ~om~on .to speaker and hearer, it
Niederlegen irn Gedachtnis u d W' d r 1St nicht em Zumessen von Wortern
W h ,n ie ernachlallen mit den L' '
" ac se~ des Sprachvermogens durch Alter und I " IP.pen, sondern ein
... [Die Sprache] ... lasst sich Ubung (Section 9, p. LXXI).

erscheint, nicht eigentlich lehren'so'n"dwer
enn

es ~uchGauf den ersten Anblick anders
d ' n nur irn emiith k
en Faden hingeben an dem sie si h . e wee en; man kann ihr

It is just this point of vi . c von selbst entwickelt" (Section 6 p L)
lew concernmg the e ti I ' . .

and motivates recent work in ge ti ssen ia nature oflanguage that under-
views concerning perception u:~ad rvegr~~~ar. Furthermore, the Humbold-

paJrtic:ul~lr~ . acquisrtion have re em d'm the course of this work ( f - erge, m many
oecttons I, 2; and the references of not~ ., e.g., Chomsky, 1957a, 48; 1960; 1961a,

sketched above, is an attempt to re :e~~bel?w). A g.enerative grammar, in the
Form oflanguage and a pa ti 1 Ph nt, m a precise manner, certain aspects

, r lCU ar t eory ofgenerati .
those aspects of form th t rvegrammar IS an attempt

a are a common human possession-in Hum-
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boldtian terms, one might identify this latter with the underlying general form of all
language ("Die Formen mehrerer Sprachen konnen in einer noch allgemeineren
Form zusammenkommen, und die Formen aller thun dies in der That, insofern man
tiberall bloss von dem Allgemeinsten ausgeht" " ... dass man ebenso richtig sagen
kann, dass das ganze Menschengeschlecht nur Eine Sprache, als das jeder Mensch
eine besondere besitzt"-Section 8, p. LXIII).There is one respect (to which we return
directly below) in which this work diverges in principle from the Humboldtian frame
work; beyond this, the narrower limitations within which it has concretely developed
(in particular, insofar as very little has been said, until quite recently, concerning
semantic or conceptual structure) is a result not of any point of principle, but rather
of the fact that there has been little to say about these further matters that could
withstand serious analysis (cf. Section 2.3).

Humboldt's thoughts concerning the semantic aspect of linguistic form are, not
surprisingly, rather obscure in certain respects. They are, however, original a~d sug
gestive and, in part, quite different from more recent and familiar views. I will only
attempt a brief sketch, largely in paraphrase, of what seem to be their main outlines.
For Humboldt, as for Frege and many others since, a word does not stand directly
for a thing, but rather for a concept. There can, accordingly, be a multiplicity of ex
pressions for the same object, each representing a way in which this object has been
conceived through the workings of the process of "Spracherzeugung," and Hum
boldt gives several Sanskrit examples, of the now familiar "morning sta.r"'-"f~veninl!!

star" type, to illustrate this (Section 11). The process of language-formation
furthermore, constantly active. Thus, one cannot regard the lexicon of a language
as a completed aggregate ("eine fertig daliegende Masse"), but rather only as
fortgehendes Erzeugnis und Wiedererzeugnis des wortbildenden Vermogens.
(Section 13.) This is to say that the capacity of "Spracherzeugung" is constantly
work, not only in extending the system of concepts, but also in recreating it, in
perceptual act (thus memory limitations are overcome, since the system of
cepts is not stored in full detail, but only in terms of its "generating principle").
two respects, then, a system of concepts is not to be regarded as constituting a
of well-defined objects (as, apparently, it is for Saussure), In particular, even with
system fixed, Humboldt denies that understanding a linguistic expressionis .
a matter of selecting the fully specified concept from a "store of concepts," It I
rather that the received signs activate within the listener a corresponding link in hi
system of concepts ("dass sie gegenseitig in einander dasselbe Glied der Kette ihr
sinnlichen Vorstellungen und inneren Begriffserzeugungen beriihren"-Section 2
CCXIII), causing a corresponding, but not identical concept to emerge. When;
"key of the mental instrument" is touched, in this way, the whole system w;
resonate, and the emerging concept will stand in harmony with all that surrounds}
to the most remote regions of its domain. Thus, a system of concepts is activated
the listener, and it is the place of a concept within this system (which may di
somewhat from speaker to speaker) that, in part, determines the way in)which
hearer understands a linguistic expression. Finally, the concepts so formed
systematically interrelated in an "inner totality," with varying interconnectionsa
structural relations (Section 20). This inner totality, formed by the use of~gu
in thought, conception, and expression of feeling, functions as a conceptual W
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mt~rposed through the constant actiVit O' ,

objects, and it is within this system tha: a f the mind .bet~een Itself and the actual
Saussure). Consequently a Ia word obtams Its' value ("GeItung"-cf

, nguage should not be reg d d .
as a means of communication (A t h ar e merely, or primarily
language (its use for achieving con~~~usc, u~g~mitt~l), ~nd the instrumental Use of
Humboldt, typical only ofparasitic s st:~~ms IS ~envatIve,and SUbsidiary. It is, for
franca along the Mediterranean coasr.) (e.g, Sprachmlschungen," as the lingua

For further discussion of Humb ld ' ,
coming). 0 nan general lInguistics, see Viertel (forth-

, In sharp contrast to the Humboldtian co ' ,
mneteenth century, is the view that is erhnceptIOn, m the general linguistics of the
(1872); namely, that "language in th Paps expressed most clearly by Whitney

d h e Concrete sense [i ] h
an p rases by which any man expresses his thou ,,' ., IS '" t e sum of Words
more than study ofa body of vo I ' ght (372); that study ofspeech is no

f ca signs' and that stUdy f th '.
~ent 0 language is nothing more than ~tUd 0 ,,0 e ongm and develop-
SIgns. The problem of aCCounting for the y ~ ongin and development of these
disappears. ". . , the acquisition of Ian ua acqulslt~on of language, so conceived,
mystery at all." It is not at all astonishi; ";~a~~ch~ldren does n~t seem to us any
usedsome scores or hundreds ofti g child, after heanng a certain word

Ii I I imes, comes to understa d h '
a Itt eater, to pronounce and use 't" n w at It means, and then

This na.rrowing of the scope of l:n~~i~tics to th, ,
wasoccasIOned not only by the dra restudy of mventory of elements
op~ratedwithin these limitations, bU~:I~~~ucc~sses of c.o:npara~ivelingUistics, which
Iation ofHumbOldt ("a man wh " yt eunclanhes and obscurities offormu_

t d om It IS nowadays the fashi t '
au un erstanding or even reading hi " Whi Ion 0 praise highly with-
Furthermore, there were some seriousrm -;: , itney, 1872, 333) and his SUCc;ssors
ity." Th " , coniUSlOns concernin the non .
1. us It IS SIgnificant that th g e notron of "creativ-
h h e comments of Paul's t d bc apter t at deals with analogic cha H . ~uo e a ove are from a
ma~es no clear distinction) between ~::'kin~~;~es nO,d~stI,~ction (just as Humboldt
entirely unchanged (as in the prod ti creatIVIty that leaves the language
a tivi , uc lOn-and understa di fn ac ivrty rn which the adult is 1 n mg-o new sentences
c~a?ges the set ofgrammatical rule~~nstant~ en,gaged) and the kind that actuall;
dlstmction. In fact the technical t e

l·
g;,

ana O~IC change). But this is a fundamental
asdi c:' 00 S lor dealIng with" 1
. tstincr rrom "rule-changing creativit "h ru e-gov~rned creativity,"
mg the past few decades in the cou >;: av~ only ,become readily available dur

But in the light of these deve;~e 0 wor~!n logiC and foundations of mathe-
whichHumboldt addressed himsel/::~ntts, It IS possible to return to the questions

underlying "Form of languag :,? of: attem~t to represent certain aspects of
cre,ati\,itv" b e, inso ar as It encom a "I

S Ymeans of an explicit generative p sses ru e-governed
aussure, like Whitney (and possibl und ~r~mmar.

langue as basically a store of ~i ns er,hlS m~uence-cf. ,Godel, 1957,32-3),
a store of wordlike elements fix d g, WIth their grammatical properties that

(th h i , e p trases and perha tai 1" ,oug It IS possible that hi h ' , ps, cer am Imlted phrase
, IS rat er obscure conee t f'" ,

was mtended to go beyond this-cf. Godel p 0 mecanisms de la
to come to grips with the recurs' , 1957,250). He was thus quite

he appears to regard sentence for I~~ processes underlying sentence formation,
rna Ion as a matter ofparole rather than langue,



utterance ------..r--;I------LJ .. structural description (la)

primary linguistic data ------ r-;l"L-J ------ generative grammar (1b)

perceptual model A is a device that assi ' ,utterance U utilizi in th ~ns. a structural description D to a pre-
, I izmg m t e process ItS internalized generative grammar G

'SeeB r 'o inger (1960) for an elaboration of this point of view, See also the Introduction to Joos
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tion, or the supplying ofrules that are used co ' , ,
(cf., e.g., Quine 1960 p 9f) that t nsclOu~ly and explicitly), or in the claim

, ,.. sen ences are typicall "1 d"
process of stimulus-sentence conditioni ' y, earne by some sort of
analogic extension of some eleme tl ionmg or s,entence-se~tence association (with
pensable role). nary sort playing a margmal, and in principle dis-

These rather random remarks and exam 1
to d~ljneate more precisely a "Humboldtia:',es sug~:st that it .might b~ i~structive
of VIew concerning the nature of 1 and a taxonomic-behaviorist" point
guage use and acquisition to which~~guage, a~d ,to c~ntras~ the ~pproaches to lan
historically accurate to regard th ese conflicting viewpomts give rise. I think it is
Humboldtian in its assumption ~h:fpro~ch p,resen~ed !n this paper as basically
acquisition presupposes a study ofu d s~r~ous investrgation of language use and
sure, actual performance will SUPPlyn ~~ymg generative processes (for which, to be
of direct operational analysis of" ev; ~n~e~; and that very,little is to be expected
tionism ofthe sort that has been so domi a IStI? terms or radical behaviorist reduc-

. . ommant in modern sp 1 ti
cognition. Clarification and justification of hi , ecu a IOnon l.anguage and
well beyond the scope of this pa I t

d
IS remark IS an undertakmg that goes

, per. can 0 no more he e th indi
points of contact between Humboldtian ., ,r an m icate certain
recent work on generative grammar and ~~~:ai,lm~UIStIC~,on the one hand, and

It is, incidentally, interesting to take note f p Ica,tlOns, on the other.
porary view to the effect that true Ii ,,0, a CUrIOUS and rather extreme contem
Darwinian taxonomy concerned ~U~StiC ~cIencemust ne,cessarilybe a kind ofpre
countless specimens, while any attem

e ;t:~h the collection ,and c!assification of
concentrate on the kinds of data that~hed sormul~te underlym~ principles and to
novel sort of "engineering "7 Pe h thi o~e light on these IS taken to be some

. raps IS notion whi h
ment, is related to the equally stran e and f , IC , se~ms to me to defy com-
expressed, e.g., by Joos, 1961; Reich~n 196~~t~all; quite mcorre?t view (recently
current work in generative gram ..g, , el chuk, 1961; Juilland, 1961) that

. mar IS m some wayan t h f
electroniccomputers for one or another ur ou. growt, 0 attempts to use
that its roots are firmly in tradition II' p ,p~se, whereas m fact It should be obvious

. a mgurstics.
1.3 The Issues involved can be clarified b . , "

eral framework of the study of human . y settmg ImgUlst!?~heory within the gen-
character. Still remaining within the 1 ,mltefllectual capacrties and their specific

k
c assica ramework difi d

ta e as an objective for linguistic theor " a,s mo, I e above, we can
abstract device the first servi y the precise specification of two kinds of
for acquisition'of language. ng as a perceptual model and the second, as a model

of free and voluntary creation rather than systematic rule (or perhaps, in some ob
scure way, as on the border between langue and parole). There is no place in his
scheme for "rule-governed creativity" of the kind involved in the ordinary everyday
use of language. At the same time, the influence of Humboldtian holism (but now
restricted to inventories and paradigmatic sets, rather than to the full-scale genera
tive processes that constitute Form) is apparent in the central role of the notions

"terme" and "valeur" in the Saussurian system.
Modern linguistics is much under the influence of Saussure's conception of langue

as an inventory of elements (Saussure, 1916, 154, and elsewhere, frequently) and his
preoccupation with systems of elements rather than the systems of rules which were
the focus of attention of traditional grammar and of the general linguistics of Hum
boldt. In general, modern descriptive statements pay little attention to the "creative"
aspect oflanguage; they do not face the problem of presenting the system of genera
tive rules that assign structural descriptions to arbitrary utterances and thus embody
the speaker's competence in and knowledge of his language. Furthermore, this
narrowing of'the range ofinterest, as compared with traditional grammar, apparently
has the effect of making it impossible to select an inventory of elements correctly,
since it seems that no inventory (not even that of phonemes) can be determined with
out reference to the principles by which sentences are constructed in the language
(cf. Section 4.3-4). To the extent that this is true, "structural linguistics" will have
suffered from a failure to appreciate the extent and depth of interconnections among
various parts of a language system. By a rather arbitrary limitation of scope, modern
linguistics may well have become engaged in an intensive study of mere

We return to this matter below.
In summary, a comparison of Humboldtian general linguistics with typical modern

views reveals quite a number of basic differences. Thus Humboldt's belief that
instrumental function of language is derivative, and that it is the chanlctc~ri~;tic
property only of parasitic special purpose systems, contrasts with the view of,
example, Bloomfield (1933, p. 22f.) and Wittgenstein (1958, p. 16-17) that
instrumental function is paradigmatic and basic, and that (for Wittgenstein)
study "is the study of primitive forms oflanguage or primitive languages."
more, Humboldt's conception of underlying form as a system of generative
that defines the role of each element differentiates his approach strikingly from
of modern structural linguistics, with its emphasis on element and inventory. In
same vein, one may compare his account of how a rich system of generative
ciples is involved in understanding a particular utterance with the late view
genstein (1958, p. 42) that there is no necessity to suppose the whole "calculus
language" to be present to the mind as a permanent background for each act
guage use. Correspondingly, Humboldt's account of perception in terms ofa
tism involving a system of rules contrasts with the elementary data-prc)ce:5sin
approach characteristic of modern linguistic theory (cf. sections 4, 5, below
FinallY, it is interesting to compare Humboldt's views on language-learning (whic
might, with certain reservations, be called "Platonistic"; cf., in thisjconnectio
Leibniz, Discourse all metaphysics, Section 26) with the typical modern notion.

e

pressed, for example, in Wittgenstein's claim (1958, p. 12-13,27) that the meanings
words must not only be learned, but also taught (the only means being drill, expla
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where G generates a phonetic representation R of U with the structural description
D. In Saussurian terms, U is a specimen ofparole interpreted by the device A as a
"performance" of the item R which has the structural description D and which be
longs to the langue generated by G. The learning model B is a device which con
structs a theory G (i.e., a generative grammar G of a certain langue) as its output,
on the basis of primary linguistic data (e.g. specimens ofparole), as input. To per
form this task, it utilizes its given faculte de langage, its innate specification of cer
tain heuristic procedures and certain built-in constraints on the character of the task
to be performed, We can think of general linguistic theory as an attempt to specify
the character of the device B. We can regard a particular grammar as, in part, an
attempt to specify the information available in principle (i,e., apart from limitations
of attention, memory, etc.) to A that makes it capable of understanding an arbitrary
utterance, to the highly nontrivial extent that understanding is determined by the
structural description provided by the generative grammar. In evaluating a particular
generative grammar, we ask whether the information that it gives us about a language
is correct, that is, whether it describes correctly the linguistic intuition of the speaker
(Saussure's "conscience des sujets parlants," which to him, as to Sapir, provides the
ultimate test of adequacy for a linguistic description). In evaluating a general theory
of linguistic structure that is sufficiently explicit to offer an actual hypothesis about
the character of B, we ask whether the generative grammars that it selects meet the
empirical criterion ofcorrespondence to the speaker's linguistic intuition, in the case
of particular languages.

I will try to show that the taxonomic model (or any of its variants within modern
study of language) is far too oversimplified to be able to account for the facts
linguistic structure and that the transformational model of generative grammar is
much closer to the truth. To show that modern linguistics seriously underestimates
the richness of structure of language and the generative processes that underlie it,
is necessary to sample the range of problems that cannot be attacked, or often
posed within the narrow limits that it sets. A variety of examples of this sort will
considered in the following sections. I will also try to show that these inadequacies
and limitations may in part be traceable to an impoverished conception of
nature of human cognitive processes, and that a return to traditional concerns
and view points, with the higher standards of explicitness that have emerged
modern linguistics, can perhaps provide new insights concerning perception
learning.

II. LEVELS OF SUCCESS FOR GRAMMATICAL
DESCRIPTION

2.0 Within the framework outlined above, we can sketch various levels
that might be attained by a grammatical description associated with a particul
linguistic theory, The lowest level of success is achieved if the grammar PFesentst:
observed primary data correctly." A second and higher level of success isachiev

"Innocuous as this comment may seem, it still requires qualification. What data isrelevant isde
mined in part by the possibility for a systematic theory, and one might therefore hold that
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when the grammar gives a correct account'of he Iincu: '. .,
speaker, and specifies the observed data C ,t ~ m~IStIC intuition of the native
izations that express underlying regula 'tI~ p~rtIhcu ar) In terms ofsignificant general-
1 I f n res In t e language A th' d d ' .eve 0 success is achieved when th " . rr an stili hIgher

, e assocIated linguisti th '
baSIS for selecting a grammar that hi h IC eory provides a general

ac ieves t e second 1 1 f
grammars consistent with the relevant ob d d eve 0 success over other
success,' In this case, we can say that th:~~~euisa,ta that do,not achieve this level of
explanation for the linguistic intuit' f h g t,IC theory m question suggests an
as asserting that data of the obser~odn Ok' tde ~latIve speaker. It can be interpreted

. . e In WI I enable a speak h ' .capacines are as represented in this general th er w ose Intnnsic
that characterizes exactly this linguistic intuition to construct for himselfa grammar

For later reference, let us refer to these rou hI' "
levels of observational adequacy ~ .r • g y delimIted levels of SUCcess as the

, , uescllptlVe adequacy a d 1
respectively, In terms of the notio f th ' ,n explanatory adequacy

ns 0 e precedIngse t' . ,
oobservational adequacy is concerned I ' c ion, a grammar that aims for
(e.g., the corpus) that is the input to th m

l
ere ~ tOdglV~ an account ofthe primary data

d " e earrung evice (1b) , a gra hat aiescnptIve adequacy is concerned t ' , rnmar t at alms for
of the native speaker' in other wo °dgI~te,acorrectaccountofthelinguisticintuition
(1b) , " , ' r s, 1 IS concerned with th t f '

, and a ImguistIc theory that aims fo I . e ou put 0 the device
the internal structure of the device (1b)' t~ e~p ~na~ory adequacy is concerned with
independent ofany particular language 'fo ~~IS, I~ aI~s to provide a principled basis,
grammar ofeach language. ' r e se ection ofthe descriptively adequate

~odern linguistics has been largely concerned . .
particular, this is true ofpost-Bloomfi Idi A 'wIth, observatIOnal adequacy. In
4 3 ) elan mencanling' ti (f. b. -4, and apparently, of the London school 0' . UI~ ICS c. eIow, Section
hoc character ofIinguistic description 9 T di f fIrth, WIth ItS emphasis on the ad
explicitly concerned with the level fd' r~ I~Iona grammar, on the other hand, was

I" . 0 escnptIve adequacy (a d th' .exp icitly, In Sapir's work as well ' n IS Interest persists
Sapir, 1933' Long 1960) 'Th' d'fli

as
In current Work in the traditional mOld-cr.'

, " , . IS 1 erence betwee t di I .
of VIew IS made particularly clear in m d "n ra ItIOna and modern points
Nid ' , 0 ern cntIque of tr diti I

1 a, In hIS valuable study (1943) ofEn lish . . a 1 ~ona grammars. Thus
framework, criticizes Jespersen sharply~or h~~~:ax:VlthI~ the I~mediate constituent
of the formal and functional values" ' " senous dIstortIOn and complication
" h In asslgmng to "the d t' ,t e doctor's house" a structural d " oc or s arrival," but not
relation appears in ~he former but eStc~IPthIOn that indicates that the Subject-Verb

, no In t e latter phr B Iaccount IS correct on the level of d '. ase. ut c early Jespersen's
. escnptIve adequacy d h f

processIng operations of modern Ii " fai ,an t e act that the data-
••.•• _ IngUIStiCS all to provide the Correct information

~~~est leve]of Successis no easier to achieve than th
w~_~olse ~as producej, even intentionally, by an E:g7it~ers, A~ noted above, the fact that a cer
de . orme specimen of his language, Under m . s spea er ~o~s not guarantee that it is a

vla~t utt~rances, Furthermore, under nor any .c~rcumstance? It IS quite appropriate to use
~~~ distortions that may in themselves indi~~~ ~Oo~~~tIons speech IS sUbjec~ to various, often vio
obse~Odb!em of det~rmining what data is valuable a~~g tab~hut th~ u~derlymg linguistic patterns.
diffl e IS often neither relevant nor significa to, e point IS not an easy one. What is
ter ~ult tOhobs~rve"in linguistics no less than i~ th~n1r w~at IS rehlev~nt and significant is often very
: 9Cf

nyv: ere In SCience, es man p ysrcslaboratory, or, for that mat-
, Fifth et al, (1957),

pietro
Highlight
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indicates only that they are based on an erroneous conception oflinguistic structure,
or that observational adequacy is being taken as the only relevant concern.l" On the
other hand, Jakobson's attempts to formulate universal phonological laws (cf. Sec
tion 4.2, below) might perhaps be regarded as indicating a concern for explanatory
adequacy, on at least one level of grammar. It is clear that the question ofexplanatory
adequacy can be seriously raised only when we are presented with an explicit theory
ofgenerative grammar that specifies the form of grammars and suggests a mechanism
for selecting among them (i.e., an evaluation procedure for grammars of a specified
form). The difference between observational and descriptive adequacy is related to
the distinction drawn by Hockett (1958) between "surface grammar" and "deep
grammar," and he is unquestionably correct in noting that modern linguistics is
largely confined in scope to the former.

2.1 Levels ofadequacy inphonology. A fewlinguistic examples may help to clarify
the distinction between these various levels of adequacy. Consider first the case of
so-called "accidental gaps" in the lexicon. Thus in English there is a word "pick"
Ipik/, but no Iblikl or Iftik/. The level of observational adequacy would be attained
by a grammar that contained the rule: N --+ Ipik/, but no lexical rule introducing
Iblikl or IftikJ. To attain the level of descriptive adequacy, a grammar would have to
provide, in addition, a general rule that sets up a specific barrier against Iftiki, but
not against Iblikl (which would thus qualify as an accidental gap, a phonologically
permissible nonsense syllable). This level would be achieved by a grammar that con
tained the generalization that in initial position before a true consonant (a segment
which is consonantal and nonvocalic, in terms of Jakobson's distinctive features), a
consonant is necessarily lsi. The level of explanatory adequacy would be attained
a linguistic theory that provides a principled reason for incorporating this generali
zation in a grammar of English, and for excluding the (factually correct) "rule"
in the context f b - ik:lt a liquid is necessarily [t]. Thus the theory might nrovide
a general evaluation measure (simplicity measure) which would show how
former, but not the latter rule gives a more highly valued grammar. Such a
would suggest an explanation for the linguistic intuition that Iblik/, but not Iftik/,
a "possible" word, though neither has been heard. This is the intuition that
result from observation of actual utterances by a learner who constructs the
highly valued grammar of the appropriate form, as specified by this theory."

lONida also criticizes Jespersen, on essentially the same grounds, for describing "barking"
"the barking dogs" as an attributive of the same rank as "barks" in "the dog barks." Agai
Jespersen's decision seems to me unquestionably correct from the point of view of descripti
adequacy, though internally unmotivated (i.e., deficient from the point of view of explanatory
adequacy).

llThe theory of "morpheme structure rules" developed in Halle (l959a, 1959b)constitutes ap;
attempt to reach the level of explanatory adequacy, in this case. Halle shows how consisteIlE
adherence to the principle of minimizing feature specifications in the phonological compone
provides a principled basis for the distinction between accidental and nonaccidental gaps. TOrn
knowledge, this is the only attempt to provide a general basis for this distinction, though listsa
charts that state much of the data that is to be explained have frequently appeared. !

In his review of Halle (l959b), Ferguson (1962, 292) describes Halle's discoveryof the role?
morpheme structure rules as "a misfortune" not too different from certain defects of taxonomr
grammars that Halle exposes (cf. Section 4.3, below). This is an extremelypeculiar conclusion.N
generalization is lost by distinguishing morpheme structure rules (which are obviously needed'
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~on~ider now the matter ofpredictable b . .
lexical Item "telegraph" a . P onenc vanants. Thus in my speech the
'. ppears m many phonef h '
In partIcular, the shapes (2i-iii) in th IC S apes, depending on context

e contexts'" _ '" . . '
'!1' '!1', -IC, -y, respectIvely:

teligrM
telignef
tiIegrif.

(2'"")
ObservatJonal adequacy would be achieved b 11l

facts, as I have just done thus reprod . h Y a grammar that merely states the
S ' ucmgt eobservedd t .

ment. uch a grammar (called, technicall a' a am a convenient arrange-
effect treats the item "telegraph" y, .n item-and arrangement grammar) in
"man"-"men "etc Th th as an exceptIOn, exactly as it treats "see"-"sa "
. '. . us e grammar Would be n . w,
~nstead, that (21) appears in the context _ ( .. ~ more complex If the facts were,
In the context -ic, the rest of th 1 y, 211) .m. the context ~ -~, and (2iii)

k th e anguage temammg fix d W' hi
wor, ere are no further questions t be rai e. It In this frame-
said. - 0 e raised, and there is nothing more to be

To a.chieve the level of descriptive ade uacv. t .
thevanants of"telegraph" as . 1 q y, in this case, a grammar must treat

. a specIa case ofgen 1 1 .
other Items. It must be able to account f h fera ru es applyIng as well to many
"telegraph" is obViously not capricious .or t he act that the phonetic variation of
f" "N .srven r erestofE l' h .oman. ot having heard the form" "... . ng IS ,as IS the variation

er to predict it. But this is not true' th
men,

It IS ImpOSSIble for the linguist or learn
Th In e case of(2) -

~ grammar would achieve the still hi hI'
case,If the linguistic theory associated wit~ iter eV~1 of explanatory adequacy, in this
rules and an evaluation measure me ti provIde~ a framework for phonological
valued set of rules of the approprI'at

e
;n

g
the follOWIng condition: the most highly

hi h h . e lorm selected to .w IC t e vanants of "telegraph" 1 generate a set of Items from
di . are exc uded would b h

pre ICt this .contextual variation for "tele ra h " .et e set of r.ules .that in fact
would prOVIde a basis for explaining th gf: pn, In this case, the lIngUIstic theory
aspectsofEnglish and certain assumpti e ~cts presented in (2), in terms of other
It would make clear in other wo d th ons a out the general character ofgrammars
'. , r s, e respect i hi h h .

tion differs from the alternative mentio d i n w IC t e actual contextual varia-
Would lead to a less-highly valu d ne In t.heparagraph follOWing (2). The latter
est-valuedgrammar based on da~a ~:~:~:deI: would not be pre~icted by the high
ment grammar obviously cannot meet thi (2!-.The theory ofItem-and-arrange_
clearly, generalizes to a host of simil IS condItIOn, and for this reason (which
theory ofgrammar.12 In such cas:~~~~.exa~p~es) cannot be regarded seriously as ~
tory adequacy is easy to meet and't . ~,neIt er the level ofdescriptive nor explana
__ ,lISa act worth considering that despite the exten-

~ull graI!1mar, and Which, as Halle shows I ".

p:;~;~~~e~n~~:~~ lin~uistiCfact) from ot:e:~hao~~~~~n~~;~~ ~~::e:F a~countihng for an otherwise
icgramma .e p enomena that they describe On th ng rom t em both in formal
thatis, the~i~ ;.r.~ch Ferg~son alludes involves their in:~:ter~and, the defic:iency of taxonom-

USee th f a I I Yto achieve descriptive adequacy . y 0 state certain generalizations
sk ( ere erences of the preceding footn . ,
~O~di~~~~\~or dishcussion of the problem o~t~~~~~;~~OgChOmhskY (I 19?9,1962), Millerand Chorn
-: ' r sue cases. a p ono ogical theory that meets this



VP-7Aux + VP1

Aux -7 Aux, (Aux.)
Aux, -7 Tense (Modal)

(5i)
(5ii)

(5iii)

l3See Miller ~nd Chomsky (1963), Cf, also Lees I .,
For discussion of measures of evaluatio ih9~Ob{ for detailed discussion of a class of simi-

over those that do not contain such generaliz a. se ect grammars with significant generaliza
(1961a); Halle and Chomsky (forthcoming), ations, cf. Chomsky (1955, chapter 3; 1962a);
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of a descriptively adequate grammar given such d
(*easiness) to please. " "to pleas J' h ' ata as (3), (4), "John's eagerness
f .., eon IS easy (*ea ) ""J h '
. ellow to please," "it pleases John " "J h ger, . 0 n IS an easy (*eager)
for us to please," "it is easy (*eag~r) toO ~pleases e~~~~one,", "John is easy (eager)
easy to please," "this room is not easy to p a~e, John, John IS a person who (it) is
to do business with" "Thi k if ' wor m (to do decent work in) " "he is easy

, IS m e IS very diffic It t ( , ,
is difficult (a difficult place) to meet eo le in." ,~c~t meat) with," "a hotel lobby
from," "such flattery is easy to be f:ale~ b'; ~e IS not easy to get information
structures. y, an many other similar and related

The general theory, in other words would have to '
of the underlying generalizations that' for thi make possible the formulation
and to distinguish these real general'acct,ount

f
or this arrangement ofempirical data

, , Iza IOns rom ps d ' lifi . '
no linguistic significance. In so do' th h eu O-SImp cations that have
the linguistic intuition of native smg'k e t eory would suggest an explanation for

pea ers as regards (3) d (4) ,
would rest on the assumption th t th an. ThIS explanation
"significant generalization" mad a I' ~ ~once,pts of grammatical structure and

e exp icit m this th '
used by the learner in construct" eory constitute the set of tools

, ing an internal repre t t' f' hi
a generative grammar) on the bas' f sen a IOn 0 hIS language (i.e, IS 0 present d linzui , d ".,
reason to believe that in the case of (3) (4) th e h inguistic ata. There IS fairly good
can approach the level of explanatory'ade' u:c

t
eory of~r~nsformat~onalgrammar

for the speaker's linguistic intuition.P Th~ is ~ht; providing a part~al explanation
structural descriptions contains g 1'" grammar that assigns the correct

, . enera izations that ar t '
that fall to provide the correct struct 1d " e no expressed m grammars
a sense which can apparently be madura ~scn~tlOns, and is thus higher-valued, in

As a second syntactic example, co~sf~:~I:~ew;thout,much difficulty.
and nonsentences: ("John found the b k" "J ollowing arrangement of sentences
~ound by John"-*"a farmer was bee~ob -Jo~~'~ w~~ ~ farmer"), ("the book was
"did John be a farmer?") (*"" d J Yh ), ( did John find the book'?"-

(
" ., roun 0 n the book?" " J
John didn't find the book"-*"J h didn' . - was ohn a farmer?"),

b
k"-" 0 n 1 n t be a farmer") (*"J hn f ,

00 _ John wasn't a farmer") ("J h ,on foundn t the
") (" ' , 0 n DID find the book" *" J h

er , BIll found the book and so did Joh " *"B'll. - 0 n DID be a farm-
(*"Bill found the book and so found Joh;'-:'B'l: was a farmer and so did John"),
etc, In short as is well known th ,I was a farmer and so was John")

, , , ere are a vanety ofrtf ' ,
sample, m which "be" behaves q it diff espec s, 0 WhICh these are a
not "find," is an Auxiliary. Tradi~~~all r~:ntly from "fin?" Similarly, "be," but
lous, and make no attempt to relate th g I mars m~rely hst these facts as anoma
transformational grammar with a ~J?' t can easily be shown, however, that a
the rules: cons ituent structure subcomponent containing

John is easy to please
John is eager to please

are observed and accepted as well formed. A grammar that achieves only the
of observational adequacy would, again, merely note this fact in one way or anlJther
(e.g., by setting up appropriate lists). To achieve the level of descriptive ad,eQl1acy,
however, a grammar would have to assign structural descriptions indicating
John in (3) is the direct object of please (the words are grammatically related as
"This pleases John"),while in (4) it is the logical subject of please (as in "John
someone"). A theory of grammar that does not allow structural descriptions
sort cannot achieve the level of descriptive adequacy. In cases of this sort, the
nomic model of generative grammar discussed above (or any of its variants) canna
achieve the level of descriptive adequacy, since information of this kind cannot b
represented in the Phrase-marker that it provides as the full structural description a
the syntactic level. The transformational model does, however, make gram

ma

available that can supply structural information of this sort, and therefore can,i
this case at least, achieve the level of descriptive adequacy. In Section 4.1 we will r
turn to the problem of assigning to (3) and (4) structural descriptions that pro

vi

the full range of syntactic information. )
How might a transformational grammar achieve the level ofexplanatory adequa

in such a case as this'? To achieve this level, the theory must provide for the selectig

sive investigations of English phonology in recent years, no attempt has even been

made to meet them.The point becomes even clearer when we consider phonetic variants that are
syntactically conditioned. Thus English "torrent" jt'Jrentj (cf. "torrential") has the
reduced vowel [i) in the second syllable, while the noun "torment" jt'Jrmentj retains
the vowel (e). The level of observational adequacy is attained by the preceding sen
tence. The level of descriptive adequacy would be achieved by a description that
managed to relate these observations to the fact that there is a verb "torment," but
no verb "torrent" in English, by means of general rules about stress shifts in nouns
derived from verbs ("permit," "permit," etc.), and about the role of stress in pre
venting vowel reduction. The level of explanatory adequacy requires a phonological
theory that prescribes the general form of such syntactically determined phonetic
processes, and that shows how the appropriate generalizations, in this case, would
appear in the highest-valued grammar of the prescribed form, even if the items in
question were not part of the observed data from which this grammar is constructed.
Similarly, in the case of such familiar examples as "light house keeper" (with stress
patterns 132, 213, 313), the level of descriptive adequacy requires, beyond a state
ment of these facts, a general account of the rules by which such stress patterns are
assigned in syntactic constructions, and the level of explanatory adequacy will be
achieved only when a general theory of such processes is forthcoming, It is examples
of this sort that provide the motivation for the transformational cycle of the phono
logical component, since in these cases the phonetic shape of the full phrase is deter-

mined by that of its constituents.
2.2 Levels of adequacy in syntax. Consider next a few syntactic examples.

pose that the sentences
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Y - Wh + X - Z :=> Wh + X - Y _ Z

way the rules for construction ofrelative clauses and interrogatives. These are related
operations; a roughly adequate description would be the follOWing. In each terminal
string, zero or more Noun Phrases are assigned as.a "prefix" the element Who To a
string containing the Noun Phrase Wn + X we may now apply the transformation

Thus frbm the string underlying "John admires Wh + someone," we can form, by
(6), the string underlying "Wh + someone John admires" (where Z, in this case, is
null). The result of(6) is now subject to either the operation ofRelativization, which
embeds it in the Noun Phrase of a matrix sentence (giving, e.g., "he met someone
Wh + someone John admires") or the operation of Auxiliary Attraction which
brings the first part of the Auxiliary to the position following Wh + X (giving
"Wh + someone does John admire"). Finally, the resulting string is subject to
obligatory rules that replace Wh + X by "who ...," "what ...," etc. (giving "he
met someone who John admires," "who does John admire").15Clearly Relativization
can be applied only if the Noun of the phrase Wh + X is the same as that of the
Noun Phrase in which it is embedded. If the string resulting from the operations just
described still contains Wh-forms which do not introduce r~lative clauses (i.e., do
not refer to a Noun which actually appears in the sentence in a designated position),
then this string is an interrogative, and is to be answered by specification of the
Noun Phrases that occupy the positions of these Wh-forms. Thus we may have such
interrogatives as "who admires John?" (in which Auxiliary attraction has applied
vacuously), "who(m) does John admire?," "who admires who(m)?," "he met some
one who admires who(m)?," "he met someone who(m) who admires ?," etc. Details
aside, this much seems fairly clear and can be formalized without difficulty within
the framework of transformational grammar.

When we investigate the matter more carefully, however, We find that certain
additional conditions are necessary for descriptive adequacy. In particular, a closer
analysis of American English shows that interrogatives which delete a Noun Phrase
can be formed only from singular indefinite Noun Phrases (although relatives and
nondeleting interrogatives are not subject to this restriction; thus, "the boys who
are in the room," "which boys are in the room?," etc., are perfectly natural). We
have such sentences as "you know a boy with (Who has) a scar," "you know the boy
with (who has) the scar," "who do you know with (who has) a scar?," "I know a
boy who was expelled," "who do I know who was expelled?," "who is likely to
come to the lecture tonight ?," etc. (notice, incidentally, that though such questions--

15Moredetails are given in various places, for example, Chomsky (1957,1962), Lees (1960). The
formulation just outlined is suggested by remarks of E. S. Klima. Other sorts of questions can be
~'""""U'_U in essentially the same way, even yes-orono questions (as is pointed out in Katz and Postal,
~~f1cnC()mllng), It is hardly necessary to warn the reader of the informality of these descriptions.
Notice in particular that throughout this discussion, where sentences are said to be "derived from
?rnersent'ences by transformation," what should be understood is that the abstract forms (categor

terminal strings) underlying them are derived from abstract forms underlYing these other
:-"'~U'''''', Notice also that such rules as (6) should be regarded as constituting not a transformation,

rather a family of transformations, in the sense of Chomsky (1955, chapter 8), the kth member
takes the k

tb
analysis ofa string that meets the structural condition and performs the specioperation.

(5iv)
(5v)

Linguistic Theory

Aux, '-+ (have + en) (be + ing)

(
Verb + NP

VP1
-7- be + Predicate .

. . endent motivations) will automat!c~lly provide(
an analysis WhICh has many indep duci a mass of apparent idiosyncracies

f h ena thus re ucmg
for just this range 0 .p enomena, 1955 chapters 7,9; 1957a). In fact, a trans-
to underlying regulanty (cf. Chomsky, "li" 't'ed considerably to generate the

ld have to be comp ca d
formational grammar wou . . that the level of explanatory a equacyH again then It seems ., h it 14excluded sentences. ere " d the theory associated WIt 1.

1'" tional grammar an , W
can be met by a transtorma 1 . E li h comparative constructions. e

A similar problem is posed by ~ertam ng IS elcome than Bill," "John is a
have such sentences as "John received a warmkienrdewr person than Bill," where only

Bill." d "John knows a h
kinder person than 1: an . . "" n Bill does"). Furthermore, althoug we
the last is ambiguous (' th~~ ~IllIS, tt~~i er house than John did," "Mary has a
can have such sentences as BIll bough h

gg
"Bill bought the bigger house than

J h" do not ave 1 ddbigger red balloon than 0 n, we h J h ""Mary has a bigger re er
John did," "Mary has a ~ed"bigger b~~~~~e~ o~nob~er~ational adequacy, a.grammar
balloon than John than ,BIll, etc. At; hi kind But we can in fact reach a higher level
might simply state a vanety offacts 0 t IS h . transformational grammar of Eng
of adequacy in this case. Suppose that w~ ave ~ conomical way the full range of
lish constructed so as to generate in t e m?s .Tt can be shown (cf. Smith, 1961)

, I di g comparatives.
adjectival constructions, exc u ~n . I' mparatives will be generated auto-
th at a large variety of constructions I,nvo vmg co t of ambiguities instances and

ith th nght arrangemen '. . hmatically by the grammar, WI e. at the appropriate pomt m t e
apparent "exceptions," if we add to thl.Is

d
grtamms:or

r,
mation that forms the simplest

d I the genera ize ran l' Bill (i )"sequence of ordere ru es, f h 1'" "John is taller than 1 IS
. ( ely those 0 t e rorm .

comparative constructions nam , . interesting case where It seems
" "Bill' t II") Here then IS an 1 id

from "John is tall, IS a. 'f' formational grammar provi es anh eral theory 0 transf
proper to say that t e gen . 11 uite disordered data.
explanation for a complex ~r:ay o~ supe;ficI~ yf~deqUaCy, and the difficulties t~at

The possibilities for attaining higher eve s 0 bl of formulating in a precise
attend this project, are well illustrated by the pro em
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. condition is, incidentally partie J I .
pacIty of transformational gram'mars. ~/;J'a;~~~~t(f~~)~ the study of the limits on generative
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where i~ the sentence. The abstract forms (that' ."
underlying a sentence with a relative claus IS, the categorized .termmal strings)
sentence. This would not be true of' t e ~re t?erefore determinable, given the
preceding paragraph were not imp::~roi:~lve~Ifa re~triction such as that of the
general condition on transformational' IS 0 servatIOn. suggests the following
ated with it a "designated element" grammar. Each major category has associ
actually be realized (e g "it" D b t as a member. This designated element may

b
.., or a s ract Nouns "som ( hi

an a stract "dummy element" It i thi desi ' e one, t ing)"), or it may be. s IS esignated represent ti f h
must appear in the underlying strings D th a rve 0 t e category that
in the transform, a specification ofth or t °lsetra~sformations that do not preserve
" " e ac ua terminal repr tati f '
m question. In other words a tra ~. esen ative 0 the category

. ' nstormation can delete a 1
ment IS the designated representative f n e ement only if this ele-
that defines this transformation states t~a:t~:tegory, or if the .structural condition
cal to another element of the tr D d deleted element IS structurally identi
always recoverable.l" ans orme string. A deleted element is, therefore,

In conformity with this condition the r . . .
relatives) must be limited in ap Ii t~ ules for forming interrogatives (but not
h' pIca IOn to underlying st . . .

were L IS one of these designated elements' rings containing Wh + L'
elements "some (one thing)" are to be id 'fi'edIS clear, on other grounds, that the

. I ' e I enti e as designated .
nomina categories. It follows then th t i . representatives of the
limitations of these designat~d el' a m~rrogatIves must reflect the distributional
operations just proposed can proe~ents. ~nce the general condition on deletion
tions on the formation of interrOg:~i~e:i~a~tIall.exhPlanationfor the peculiar restric-

There a . di . ng IS .. re m rcanons ofa different sort that th' .."
nveadequacy, In general, a sentence from which IS condition IS necessary for descrip-
matical operation is not interpreted as t ~rhrase ~as been deleted by a gram
"his ~ar was stolen" (with agent deletions :~ctur~ y a~b:~uo.us. Thu~ the sentences
for discussion of this class of ve b )'L ohn IS eating (WIthdeletion ofObject-

r s, see ees 1960a' Cho k 1962)
~re surely not to be considered in the same Ii ht ,,' . ms y, a , and so on,
'Johndoesn'tknowhowgoodmeattastes" g as flymg?~anescan be dangerous,"

ambiguity. An elliptical sentence is not si~ ~nd other f~mllia:examples ofstructural
pretations. But if it is true that th int P y.one that IS subject to alternative inter-

e III erpretation of a se t . d .
structural descriptions of the st i th ., n ence IS eterrnined by the

t
~. r ngs at underlie It (as is d .

ransformational grammar), then the de ree . ~uppose m the theory of
correlate with the number of diff g of ambiguity of a sentence should
it I rrterent systems of structu 1d ..
I. n particular, if the condition that h r~ escnption underlying
sentences" given above should be mult~~ ~ve pro~ose~ IS not n:et

, the "elliptical
shouldeach have infinitely many sourcet{h in ,:a~t, infinitely ambiguous, since they

car was stolen by the bo b" us t ecarwas stolen" could derive from
school," etc. In fact the ;"" I the t~l~ boy, ... by the tallest ofall the boys in

•• tSlmil!arllv "who did he ~ee," ~t~.~~:~er~~~:~~~; est~blishes that e~ch such sentence
Phrase instead of from infinitely a sIllgle.sour~e with an unspecified

COflsisterltlv with the manner in which t~eany sources with .dlfferent Noun Phrases,
se sentences are interpreted.

are singular in form, they are neutral as to number in meaning-thus there is, in the
last example, no implication that only one person is expected). On the other hand,
such sentences as "you know a boy with (who has) the scar," "who do you know
with (who has) the scar?," "who do I know who were expelled ?," "who are likely
to come to the lecture tonight?," etc., are unnatural and deviant. A still closer
analysis shows that the distribution of natural and deviant interrogatives mirrors
quite closely that of natural and deviant declaratives with singular indefinite
unspecified Noun Phrases of the form "someone X," "something X," or their
variants. Thus the sentences "he found something of yours," "what did he find of
yours ?," "h~ found someone else," "who else did he find ?," and so on, are perfectly
natural, whereas, in contrast, the parallel sentences "he found someone of yours,"
"who did he find of yours ?," "he found a boy else," and so on, are either outright
impossible or else highly unnatural. (Notice, however, that we can have "he found
a friend of yours," etc., so that there is no simple explanation for this unnaturalness
on semantic grounds.) Similarly, we have such phrases as "someone's book,"
"whose book"; but "something's cover," "what's cover" are both unnatural
(though, once again, we find "its cover" alongside of "his book"). Notice also that
the sentences "I found a place (in which, where) we can hide the gift," "I found
something in which we can hide the gift" are quite natural, although "I found
thing where we can hide the gift" is not. Correspondingly, we have the interrogi:l.tbre
"what did you find in which we can hide the gift ?," but not "what did you
where we can hide the gift?" (the only natural interpretation for the latter is
different, namely, as a paraphrase of "what did you find in the place in which we
hide the gift ?"). Notice finally that a certain "semantic gap" in the usage of
definites is mirrored in interrogatives. Thus "someone" is referentially restricted
humans, and, in many contexts, use of "something" is natural only with reference
inanimate objects, so that there is, in these contexts, no natural way to refer to
unspecified animal. And, in fact, the unnaturalness of such sentences as "I watched
something eating its dinner," with reference to a cat, is carried over for the
ponding interrogatives "what is eating its dinner? (the cat or the dog?)," and so

Such examples indicate that for the formation of interrogatives, the transfornna-
tion (6) must be limited to strings of the form Y - Wh + some + (one, thing) +
_ Z(where the element Wh + some + (one, thing) + XisaNounPhrase),althou

g

it is free from this restriction when used to form relative clauses. Equivalently, wema
say that the Relativization transformation is obligatory in the case of a string w:
+ X which is formed by (6), unless X = some (one, thing) ....

With this improvement, we come much closer to descriptive adequacy. Still, t
question remains whether it is possible to find a principled basis for the factual
correct description, in this case. The problem of explanatory adequacy, once agai
is that of formulating a general condition on the structure of a transformation
grammar that will account for the difference, just noted, between the rules for for
ing relatives and the rules for forming interrogatives. A plausible solution to t
problem is suggested by the observation that relatives and interrogatives differ
another respect as well; namely, in the case of Relativization, the element)that
deleted in the embedded (constituent) string still appears in the matrix std
whereas in the case of interrogatives, the deleted element is not representedel
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he wonder where John put" etc N ti h" h did ' . 0 Ice t at although w hw 0 1 he know who has somethi f e can ave such sentences as

(
f ) di ng 0 yours" (from" h h

o yours id he know," by rule (7)-similarl" ,w 0 w 0 has something
was on the table? " and so on) y, what did you see the man read that

, , we cannot hav "h di
has (of yours)." Thus we can pre ose th e w at id he know someone who
Noun Phrases of "he knew some~ he h

first,
but not the second of the indefinite

.s d c ne w 0 as something (of ) "
1 accounte for by the restriction of'(oj to a sin le ,,-yours; and this-too,

Because of this constraint sent h g application to each terminal string
b have cui ' ences t at appear superfi '11 b 'e a,ve quite differently with respect to format" c~a y to e rather similar
consider the sentences (S): IOn of questions and relatives. Thus

~ary saw the boy walk towards the railroad station (SI')
ary saw the boy who was walkin t 'Mary saw the boy walking t dg ~wa~ds the railroad station (Sii)

owar s t e railroad station (S''')

Sentences (Si) and (Sii) are una bi ll1

th
m IgUOUS but have diff t

e case of (Si), the phrase "walk t d" eren syntactic analyses. In
th V b ( owar s the railroad stat" ". he er cf. Chomsky, 1955 1962) h ' " IOn"1St e Complement of
t d h ' ,a ,w ereas m (S11) the h "howar s t e railroad station" is a 1 t' ,p rase w 0 was walking
"th b " re a rve clause formi '1~ oy. But (Siii) is subject to either anal si ~g a smg e Noun Phrase with
ObVIOUS when we consider the c di y IS, and IS therefore ambiguous as is
t d h orrespon mg passives' "th b '
owar s t e railroad station (by Mar ) " " h . e oy was seen walking

station was seen (by Mary) "(N ti thY' t: boy walking towards the railroad
, t k . 0 Ice at there IS a furth b"
IS a en as the subject of "walk" b t thi ' , er am iguity where "Mary"
c id h ' u SIS Irrelevant to th dionsi er t e sentence "the railroad t ti h e present iscussion.) But

(
t d hi s a IOn t at Mary saw th b 1 ' .
owar s w ch Mary saw the boy lki )' e oy wa kmg towards

this is formed from the structurall
wa

In
b
? IS about to be demolished." Although

bi' Y am IgUOUS sentence (8"') , ,
guous; ItS relative clause has only th . ,ll1 , It IS quire unam-

Correspondingly, we find that only (S') edmterpretatIOn that is parallel to (Si)
" ilr d 1 , an not (Sii) is s bi R .

rai oa station." Exactly the same is tr ' ',u ject to elativization of
see the boy walking towards?" ca h ue of interrogatives. Thus "what did Mary
although the sentence that: 't n ave only the interpretation analogous to (Bi)

IS 1 S source can h ither J '
accurately, the categorized terminal strin that' ~ve el~ er mterpretation (more
one of two terminal strings that und I' th

g I~ ItS umque source happens to be
walk' er ie e ambiguous se t "M

mgtowards something") Thi fiaurati n ence ary saw the boy
a consequence of the cons~raint ;~~~n ;u~atl~~ of possible interpretations is again

Phrase within a Verbal Compl no e bw ich permits application of (6) to a
The con,straint that (6) may not r:~e~t,to

u: n~t to o~e w~thin a Relative clause.
srammer IS to achieve descriptive ade~ y ~Iven stnng IS thus necessary if the
eXJplal:1at,orv adequacy, we must find a rincir I nee ~gain, to achieve the level of
structure of any grammar that will p. p ed baSIS, a general condition on the
mustb ,1 require that in the f Enali1 e so constrained. Various suggestions ' case 0 nglish the rule (6)
ate,a general condition that seems to m tisfv ~ to mind, but I am unable to formu-

Finall it i 1 e sa IS ymgy, 1 IS C ear that the first se ment Y f .
ust be suitably restricted. Thus wegca 0 the str~ctural condition of rule (6)

umablydidBillsee" from "p bl n~ot have such mterrogatives as "what pre-
tw resuma y Billsawsornethi " de restrict Y in (6) to the form NP ,I~g, an so on, This suggests+ .... WIth this further condition, we also

In this case, then, it seems that we can formulate a well-motivated general condi
tion that partially explains the facts stated in the descriptively adequate grammar.
This condition predicts that such must be the linguistic intuition of anyone who
constructs for himself a transformational grammar to deal with the linguistic data

to which he has been exposed.
Further investigation of conditions on relatives and interrogatives raises inter-

esting problems of a variety of different sorts. We have proposed that interrogatives
are formed by rule (6) with X limited to NounPhrases of the form "some (one, thing)"
W. Thus from "I know someone who was expelled" (with W = "who was expelled"),
we should derive "who who was expelled do you know" ; from "he has something of
yours" (with W = "of yours"), we should derive "what of yours does he have";
from "I know someone from Philadelphia" (with W = "from philadelphia"), we
should derive "who from Philadelphia do you know" ; and so on. In these cases there
are preferred alternatives, namely, "who do you know who was expelled," "what
does he have of yours," "who do you know from philadelphia." Considering these
alternatives, we must either modify the rule (6) to allow it to apply only to the seg
ment Determiner + Noun of a Noun Phrase of the form Determiner + Noun +
Relative Clause, or we must conclude that the grammar contains a subsidiary rule

(7), which applies after (6);
X _ relative - Y => X - Y - relative,

whereX is an indefinite Noun Phrase (note that "from philadelphia,""ofyours,
the derived constituent structure of Relative Clause in the examples above, as
"who was expelled"). The choice between these alternatives is settled by the fact
rule (7) is necessary anyway, to account for such cases as "a man was here
comes from Philadelphia." It seems, then, that these examples do not necessitate
modification of the account of formation of relatives given above. What remains
interesting question, however, is the determination of the conditions under
(7) is optional, obligatory, or excluded, and the determination of its relation to
rule that deletes who (what) + Tense + be from relatives. Similarly, some
subtle questions arise when we consider the problem of Relativization with

when X in (6) itself contains a relative clause.
Notice that although several Noun Phrases in a sentence may have Wh att.ac1:1ed

to them, the operation (6) must be limited to a single application to each unlderlyirlg
terminal string, Thus we can have "who saw what ?," "you met the man who sa
what?," "you read the book that who saw?," "you saw the book which was next t
what?," etc" but not "who what saw?," "you saw the book which which was nex
to" (as a declarative), and so on, as could arise from multiple applications ofthis rul
These examples show that (6) cannot apply twice to a given string as a Relativizatid
and cannot apply twice as an Interrogative transformation, but it is equally true th
it cannot apply to a given string once as a Relativization and once as an Interrog

ati

transformation. Thus if rule (6) has applied to form a string which is embeqded a
relative clause, it cannot reapply to this embedded string, preposing one of its No
Phrases to the fun sentence, Thus we can have the interrogative "he saw the man
the book that was on what ?," but not "what did he see the man read the book
was on"; and we can have "he wondered where John put what?," but not
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succeed in excluding such nonsentences as "what for me to understand would be
difficult?," although the perfectly correct form "what would it be difficult forme to
understand ?" is still permitted. Thus this condition would account for a distinction
between the occurrences of "for me to understand something" in the contexts
"would be difficult" and "it would be difficult"-, so far as applicability of (6)
is concerned.>"

This discussion obviously does not exhaust the topic. For one thing, it by no means
specifies the distributional peculiarities of relatives and interrogatives in full detail,
and to the extent that this deficiency still remains, important questions of explana
tory adequacy cannot even be raised. Furthermore, even where a partial explanatory
account can be given, there are open questions that we have not dealt with. Thus in
discussing designated members of categories we assumed that the representatives
of the nominal categories were "someone," "something," and their variants, but the
examples we gave to support this could equally well have been used to support the
claim that the representatives are "everyone," "everything." In fact, in favor of the
latter claim one might cite such examples as "whose reputations are at stake?"
(suggested by P. Kiparsky), which have no source if "someone," "something"
taken as the unique designated elements. But ifthere are several alternative designated
elements, the comments on "recoverability" must be slightly revised. In l';vLlvHll,

many aspects of relative and interrogative constructions remain to be accounted
and it seems that the complex of problems relating to rule (6) should continue to
vide a profitable testing ground for explanatory hypotheses concerning the
and applicability of grammatical rules.

Consider now one final example from the domain of syntax. Such sentences as

I don't approve of his drinking (cooking driving, etc.).

are ambiguous (... the fact that he drinks, cooks, etc.; the manner in which he
cooks, etc.)." An explanation for this is proposed in Chomsky (1955),and it '"'''''HUH

be given a much better formulation as well as stronger support by several ingenious
observations of Lees (l960a, 64f.) and Klima (personal communication). Amongth~
many ways of converting declarative sentences into NP's in English (cf. Lees,
1960a), we have, in particular, two that can be described informally as follows:

NP -Aux1(Auxj) VP1 :;. NP + Possessive -ing (Aux.) VP1 (10)

NP -Aux - Verb -(NP) cc- NP + Possessive -nom + Verb -(of + NP). (11

The transformation (10) gives such noun phrases as "his refusing (having refused)!

loaAlternatively, one might attempt to account for this distinction by a condition that relies on
fact that in the illegitimate case the Noun Phrase to be preposed is continued within a Noun Ph
while in the legitimate case, it is not. However, the condition that a Noun Phrase contained w
a Noun Phrase is not subject to (6), though quite plausible and suggested by many examp
apparently somewhat too strong, as we can see from such, to be sure, rather marginal examp
"who would you approve of my seeing?," "what are you uncertain about giving to John ?/"
would you be surprised by his reading?," etc. There is certainly much more to be said a90ut
matter.

l7In the case of "cooking," there are, in fact, two more interpretations, since "cooking" isa
independently of the transformations (10), (11) below, and "cook" is one of those Verbs
undergo the transformation of NPl - V - NP2 to NP 2 - V [cf. Gleitman, 1960; Chomsky, 1
giving "NP cooks" (which is then subject to (lO)) frorn.e.g., "they cook NP,"
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pa~ticipate," "his rejecting the offer," "his (havi . ,
while (11) 'gives such examples as "hi f I ng bee,n~ destroymg property," etc.;
ff ""h' IS re usa to partIcIpate" "hi , ,o er, IS destruction of property" t B ,IS rejectIOn of the

must be inserted into other sentence; inet~~ N~ thephrase, constructed by (10), (11)
tion. And this insertion is carried out different!p~sItIOn by a generalized transforma
the transform as a whole replaces th NP f: rn the two ~ases. In the case of(10),
thus the derived Phrase-marker of ~'h' o. t ~ sentences into which it is inserted'
indicate simply that "his rejectin the o;e:,~j~ctmg the offer surprised me"18 wili
the element NP + Possessive reJaces the D~: an ~P. In the case of(11), however,
miner + Noun, while the element no ermmer of an NP of the form Deter-

Thus the derived Phrase-marker of;:- vr, r,eplaces the Noun of this NP.
indicate that "his rejection ofthe off ". IS rNejectIOn of ~he offer surprised me" will
" . . Her IS an P that "hIS" , Drejection of the offer" is a Noun Th ' IS a eterminer, and that
For one thing, note that in the ~aseer; :~e se~eral facts that motivate this decision.
formed by (10», adjectives can be inse~ted e

T
P
h

rases formed by (11) (but not those
partici t ""h' . us we can have "his sr f

1 ipa e, IS unexpected rejection of the ff "'" range re usal to
property," etc.; but not "his strange ref' 0 e~,. hIS wanton destruction of
ing the offer," "his wanton destro in u~mg to p,~rtICIpat~," ~'his unexpected reject
transformation19 in the position -dt g p. operty, But adjectIves are introduced by
. li ' e ermmer - Noun C Itrva rzanon transformation to operate ro e 1 " onsequent y, for the adjec-

the derived Phrase-marker of the NP ti P Pdr.;' this structure must be specified in
tion of the "NP + Possessive" consr o~~e . y (11). Secondly, note that the posi
can be filled by "the" ("the f 1 rue I~~ in an NP formed by (11) but not (10\

re usa to participat "" h .,' h
destruction of property'" but t" h . e, t e rejectIOn of the offer" "the
ff "" h ,no t e refusmg to participat ""th ' :o er, t e destroying property") Thi , di e, e rejectmg the. , . IS m tcates that p . d . h (

WIse Identical operation that replaces the N aIr~ WIt 11) is an other-
Ve,rb (of NP)," leaving the Determiner "th;~~:fthematnx sent~nce by "nom +
paired transformation (11) replaces th D . affecte~, and again shows that the
matrix sentence by the "NP + P e. etermmer (which is, in fact, "the") of the

osseSSIve" construcn
structure Determiner by the general rule ti o~s :uc~lOn, which thus takes on the
ences of note 18). or su stltutlOn transformations (cf. refer-

But now observe that althou h (9) , .
unambiguous: g IS ambiguous, both (12) and (13) are quite

I don't approve of his drink' h b ' .

I don't approve of his exces~~etd;in~~~;~:~:~:s: ~~f:it~~ar) g;j
rurth'ernlor'e. they have opposite interpret f Th
annkiing the beer, driving a sports car etc..IOns: us (12) refers to the fact of his
UrIrlklrlQ: (of the beer), of his driving et~ Ti' ~hI1e (13) r~fer~ to the manner of his

that in this case the phrase~ "h'. ~e. ~~t th,~t,~d!ectI~e,S can appear in (13)
~__ IS nn mg, his dnvIng," etc" have the

discussion of how transformations irn ose '
Matthews (1962), Postal (1962), p derived phrase structure, see Chomsky (1955,

(1955, 1962a) this is given as a se .. ,
has pointed out that modifying adie 't' parate adJectlvalization transformation but

or !;enIence~ vith f ' J elves must rather be' t d '
wi re anve clauses, and this ro 'II' . III ro uced by a transforma_

p . posa ias been adopted in Lees (1960), Smith
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derived phrase structure Determiner-Noun, as in the case of "his rejection of the
offer." They must thus be formed by the transformation (11). And observe, in fact,
that there is no other nominalized form of these verbs (as "refusal" and "rejection"
contrast with "refusing" and "rejecting"). Hence we conclude that there is an obliga
tory rule that assigns to the nominalizing morpheme 110m introduced in (11) the shape
jingj when it is affixed to "drink," "drive," etc., just as it assigns to 110m the shape
jrelj when it is affixed to "refuse" and the shape jyinj when it is affixed to "reject."

It follows that "drinking," "driving," etc., will be formed in two distinct ways,
by (10) and by (11). Since these verbs are, furthermore, optionally intransitive, the
full NP "his drinking," "his driving," etc., will also be generated in two ways, once
by (10) (with the derived structure NP and the interpretation "fact that") and once
by (11) (with the derived structure Determiner + Noun, as well as NP, and the
interpretation "manner of"). Noting that adjectives cannot be inserted in (12)
(giving, e.g., "I don't approve of his excessive drinking the beer"), we conclude that
this is unambiguously derived by (10), consistent with its interpretation, in this case.

Notice that as the wh-question transformation was formulated, it does not yield
"whose book (did you find)?", "which book (did you find) T", etc. To form these, it
must be extended to apply also to underlying strings of the form X - Determiner +
Noun - Y (note that possessive NP's are Determiners, replacing the definite article,
in fact, by a transformation). Applying this observation to the present case, we
that this transformation will yield "whose excessive drinking surprised you ?", etc.,
as it should, but that it will exclude "whose drinking the beer surprised you ?",
(again, correctly), since the underlying NP in this case is not of the form Determiner
+ Noun. Similarly, "whose drinking surprised you?" will be derived from only
source (and it is, in fact, unambiguous), since only one of the potential sources is
the required form Determiner + Noun.

See Katz and Postal (forthcoming) for further discussion of the problems
sented by such examples as (9). It seems clear that examples such as these are
beyond the range of any version of the taxonomic model, as so far conceived.
again, it seems possible to achieve the levels of descriptive and even explanatory
adequacy with a transformational grammar.

2.3 Levels of adequacy in semantics. I have given several examples of how a
level of adequacy might be achieved by linguistic theory in the domains of phonology
and syntax. It remains to consider the third major part of a synchronic description;
namely, its semantic aspect. Here the problem is much more obscure. One
perhaps maintain that the condition of observational adequacy would be met by
account of situational regularities associated with actual discourse ;20 and that t
condition of descriptive adequacy is in part achieved by a set of appropriately inte
related dictionary entries, an explicit portrayal of the structure of certain "semanti
fields," a list of terms that enter into specific meaning-relations, e.g., synonymy, et

How might one hope to achieve a higher level of adequacy, in this case? It mig
plausibly be maintained that certain semantic features of a language can be partial!
explained in terms of underlying syntactic processes. As an example, consid~~ t~

discussion of (9), above. Or consider the case of such adjectives as "interesun

"OWhat are called "sernantical regularities" by Ziff (1960a).
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"astonishing," "intriguing" etc which h .
"connected with a specific'hum~~ 'reactio:~~,;~e semantIcpropert~ ~hat they are
made to the person who is interested ton . ev~n ,,:here n~ explicit reference is
plan," as distinct from "I't was an 1'bas omshled, Intngued ("It was an intriguing

e a orate p an" t ) Th di
co~mon many important syntactic features that dist~n~~isht~se afjJectlveshhave in
+ ing forms (e.g., "the plan seems intri " *. . "" e~ :on: ot er Verb
plan," etc.). Furthermore, they would ~~I~~~::lI~g), a very Intr~guIng(*failing)
from sentences in which th ' In a transformatIonal grammar
Chomsky, 1962a). But the c~:s:~~~~~b:sf~%b~('.'the plan intrigues on~," etc.-ci
transitives with human objects 22 Th th hich these adjectIves derive are pure
"it was an intriguing plan" as provided b e structural de~cription of the sentence
tain the terminal string underlying "thee 1 y.a tr~nsformatI.onalgrammar, will con
just as explicitly as it contains the past t~n:~I~~~g~edo~e (i.e., ~nspecifi~d human)"
gested as the explanation for the cited sem ti ~p eme; and this fact might be sug-

an IC teature
In ~eneral, as syntactic description becomes dee . .

questions fall increasingly within its sco .23 d i ~er, wha: appear to be semantic
where one can draw a natural bound b~~ee:nr~t IS not entI~:lyo.bvious whether or
the sense ofWittgenstein and the Oxford hilo~ ~mar and l~gIcal ~rammar," in
that explanatory adequacy for des . tip op ers. Nevertheless, It seems clear

II cnp Ive semantics . b .
devel?pment of an independent semantic theor requires, eyond this, the
ofumversal phonetics as mentioned below) th/ ~analog.ous,per~aps, to the theory
can scarcely be coherently formulated toda . t ~als WIth. questIons of a kind that
the substantive and formal constraints 0/; I~~artIcUlar, WIththe question: what are
by humans on the basis of presented dat ? Ob ms of concepts that are constructed
tion I for general linguistics is a special :~se o~er~~ that t~e problem posed in Sec
concepts that is acquired consists of the ti t IS,~uestIOn, where the system of
"grammatical relation in L ""sou d tt no IOns well-formed sentence of L,"

, n pa ern of L " et Ph' .
hope that this particular problem ' c. er aps It IS not too much to

. may serve as a useful p di
this speculation below in Section 5 I . ara IgID case. We return to
general semantic theory of some so' t n. a;y ev~nt, It seems that formulation of a
perhaps not an unreasonable task tor~~~er~~~~ ent ~f any partic.u!ar language, is
reaching attempt to attain a lev I f I ' and IS a precondItIOn for any far-

. e 0 exp anatory adequa' . "
We might observe, at this point that bl cy I.n semantic description,
universal phonetics) were raised'and ~i~~~e~~o ems of. um.versal semantics (as of
tury (cf., for example Wilkins 1668) qth h ously s.tudled III the seventeenth cen-

, , ,oug rarely SIllce.-
"2~Cf. Nowell-Smith (l954, 85). Other adjective .

diJ!:erent ~eason, but this is irrelevant to the c s m:y also be charactenzable in this way for some
" "That IS, "intrigue," "astonish" etc orrec ness of th~ present observation.
cook,"."eat," etc.; and such sen'tence~'a~~'f~~nundergo opnonal ~~letion of the object, as do

observatIOns are not refuted by the fact that de' t amused the book are clearly deviant These
e.g., .E. Wilson, The American Earthquakvla~ ut~~r~nces with object deletion can be ~ttested

which dominate the later sections startl:' t ou e ay, 1958, 481: "The American Legion
thebcategoryin question), just as the ciistincti~nr~Utble an~shock,,, where all three verbs belong

o soured by instances such as "if the se e ween t e classes of adjectives noted above is
d T: I a was not very raging "(B R23F an, rutn, W. W. Norton & Co., 1940 84) S . . . . . ussell, Inquiry into

or see Harris (l954) Chomsk . ee not~ 2 and references there.
and Postal (forthcoming). ' y (l957a), Ziff (l960a), Katz and Fodor (1963),
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I h receding discussion, three levels of

2.4 Comprehensiveness of grammars. n t. e ~ b attained by a linguistic descrip
adequacy have been loosely sketched that migh e

t·
Of these only the levels of

f honology syntax and seman ICS., ffi
tion in the areas 0 P , 'd lti tely only the latter) are of su -
descriptive and explanatory adequacy (an Nu .Im~ w~ver that these levels of sue
cient interest to justify further dlScusslOhn. otlce., ~with ;ome linguistic theory. It

di d nly for grammars t at are patre .
cess are iscusse 0 linzui ti . t ition of the native speaker III a com-
is always possible to describe the Imguis I~/n u~rop the requirement that the gram-
pletely ad hoc way, in any particu ar ~~e, 1 w~ d model or if we allow the associ
mar be constructed in accordance ~It I some x~ and without content (e.g., if our
ated linguistic theory to be comp ete y genera. n arbitrary computer program).
linguistic theor~ mere~y .s~ates that:

o
g;:~:;~::c~ssion. It is important to bear in

Presumably, this pOSSibilIty n~eds tl th mass of structural descriptions (re
mind that ~ ~rammar that asslgns)c~~~~d~till~e of no particular linguistic inter~st
mote as this IS from present hopes . . ht i t those formal properties that dis-

. 1 t provide some msig mo.unless It a so were 0 bi erable sets of structural descrip-
tinguish a natural language from a\~t~~y, ~:~i~ the subject matter for linguistic
tions. At best, such a grammar wou I k d icting the positions of the heavenly
theory, just as a fourteent~-century c oc ei

l
answer to the questions to which

bodies merely posed, but did not even sugges an

classical phy~ics a~dressed itsel~. f I vels of success, we must also briefly consider
In connectIOn with the questIOn 0 .e d rk that "all gnlmJmarS

f data Sapir's often quote rema
the matter of cover~ge 0 . .' f it i plies that there are grammars so
leak" is.extremely mlslea~mg, I~~~~r ~:t~n~s of coverage can seriously ~e
prehenslVe that the questIOn 0 Pf t ditional (i e inexplicit generative)
But this is patently false. In the case °b ra I I f the'v~gueness of the rules and
mars, the gaps are not easy to.lo.ca~et ~t~ause fOthe reader One of the merits of

. I Ii on the [inguistic m UI IOn 0 •essentla re lance. re immediately exposed. Anyone
explicit generative gram~ar I.S t~at the~e ~apscaan cite innumerable examples that
is actively at work on a [inguistic~escfnPtlOlnt d or that are incorrectly handled

d h of rules as so tar ormu a e , .
beyon t e range . . b k or to listen to a conversaucn
these rules-it is, in fact, sUfficlen~ to ~pen :en~e~ and sentence types that are
random to find countless examp es 0 sen
adequately dealt with in traditionaldor ~o:te~~e~~;::rt~ be a serious or signifilcallt

Comprehensiveness of covera~e. oe. n of data can be achieved
goal at the present stage ofling~l~t~~ s~~~~;~~r~srs~~v~:;:equentlY, we learn
in many ways, by grammars 0 Y d f rammars that merely
about the nature of linguistic structure from stu / 0 ibed above have been achieve
plish this. Higher l~vels of adequacy,t ~e:t~;;in~s~~~ properti~s of grammars t~~
so far only in limited areas. But on ~ bY d lly increasing the scope of descn
achieve higher levels of adequacY

f
an 1 ~ gra u~e hope to sharpen and extend

tion without sacrificing depth 0 ana ysis can
di f the nature oflinguistic structure. .

understan ing 0 his i d i considering the masses of linguistic
It is important to bear t IS III rrun m. ro osed for some

lie beyond the scope o.fan espticit genferacthlv~ gg::::::::::~:p~nt to data that is
f 1 uage It IS no cntlclsm 0 su .

ment 0 a ang .' h thi d ta has no demonstrated bearing on
encompassed by ItS rules, were IS a
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rectness of alternative formulations of the grammar ofthis language or on alternative
theories of language. Until incorporated in an explicit generative grammar, such
examples simply stand as exceptions, no more relevant to the correctness of the
already formulated rules than strong verbs and irregular plurals. Listing of innumer
able examples is neither difficult nor very interesting; it is quite another matter to
find rules that account for them, or a general theory of such rules.24

It is necessary to distinguish between exceptions to a grammar, and counter
examples to a proposed general theory of linguistic structure. Examples that lie
beyond the scope ofa grammar are quite innocuous unless they show the superiority
of some alternative grammar. They do not show that the grammar as already formu
lated is incorrect. Examples that contradict the principles formulated in some general
theory show that, to at least this extent, the theory is incorrect and needs revision.
Such examples become important if they can be shown to have some bearing on
alternative conceptions of linguistic structure.

III. ON OBJECTIVITY OF LINGUISTIC DATA

When we discuss the levels of descriptive and explanatory adequacy, questions
immediately arise concerning the firmness of the data in terms of which success is to
bejudged (nor are difficulties lacking even on the level of observational adequacy
cf. note 8). For example, in the case of (3), (4) one might ask how we can establish
that the two are sentences of different types, or that "John's eagerness to please ..."
is well formed, while "John's easiness to please ..." is not, and so on. There is no
very satisfying answer to this question; data of this sort are simply what constitute
thesubject matter for linguistic theory. We neglect such data at the cost ofdestroying
the subject. It is not that these introspective judgments are sacrosanct and beyond
any conceivable doubt. On the contrary, their correctness can be challenged and
supported in many ways, some quite indirect. Consistency among speakers ofsimilar
backgrounds, and consistency for a particular speaker on different occasions is
relevantinformation. The possibility ofconstructing a systematic and general theory

24These comments apply, it seems to me, to most of the examples presented by Bolinger (1960,
1961). These lists of examples could be extended indefinitely. In the form in which they are pre
sented, they have, for the most part, no obvious bearing on the correctness of formulations of
Englishgrammar that have been proposed for certain fragments of the language, or of the theories
that underlie them.

Bolingerdoes suggest (1961,381) that his examples are in conflict with certain theories of gener
ative grammar, and that they support an alternative view about the nature of language, about
which he offers only the following hint: in a grammar of the sort he envisions, "constructions are
not one from another or from a stock of abstract components, but filed side by side,"
. speakers do not 'produce' constructions, but rather" 'reach for' them, from a preestab-

lishedinventory." It is difficult to comment on the proposal in this form, because of the vagueness
the notions "construction" and "filed." If by "construction" Bolinger means something like

of word classes," then his proposal is ruled out at once. It is clear that the variety of
sentences is so great that the number of word class sequences associated with them is far

than the number of seconds in a lifetime. For quantitative estimates bearing on this question
are furthermore highly conservative) see Miller, Galanter, Pribram (1960), Miller and

\..O·om<kv (1963). If he has in mind some more abstract principle by which constructions are
" remains to be seen whether this proposal, when clearly formulated, will differ from cur

of generative grammar.
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.' f t t be considered in evaluating the
to account for these observa:lOns IS also a .ac oras in the case of any data-cf. note
probable correctness of particular obse~vatlOns ( tical theory has had explanatory
8). Consequently the fact that a certain gramma \e an important factor in deter-
value in deali~g .with data from one ;a:~~::t~:Jguage. Operational tests that con
mining the validity of data fro.ms.om . lear cases would, were they available,
sistently supported introsp.e~t1VeJudgment m c articular observations.
also be relevant in deternumng the corr~ctn~ss ?:e~a have a special and privileged

It is sometimes assumed that op.er~tlOn\en 'stake For one thing, we can be
position, in this connection, but this IS s~re Yl a ~t:ria fo~ any but the most elemen-

. th t there will be no operatlOna en
fairly certam a . 1 t t just as explanatory theories, must
tary notions. Furthermore, operatlOna . es s, tive judgment if they are to be at
meet the condition of correspondence t~ mtrospe~.~alness that f~iled to make a dis
all to the point. Thus a test of degree 0 .grammla 1 f . sly" and "furiously sleep
. . "colorless green Ideas seep unou .

tinction between, e.g., . itself to be an uninterestmg test.
ideas green colorless" would, to this e~tent, pro~ef~r some notion we must first in
When a criterion (operational or not) IS propose h . which we are inter
quire whether the concept it delimits is at all close to t e one in

ested. . . . verlooked Thus many linguists have
It is surprising how frequently thlS

d
PO

mt I
hS

0 in terms'o f degree of distributional
d h t nymy be measure some ow 1 h

propose t a syno . 1960' F . 1961) and have then concluded t at
. '1 . (f e g Hoemgswald ,reI" .snru arity c., .., '. d " are not synonymous, since one,

. "b helor" and "unmarne mansuch pairs as ac. I d etc But all that this observation
but not the other, can occur ~n t~le c.onte~t~ 100 , g as indeed, it clearly is.25 How-
shows is that the propo~ed cntenon lSIe~~~ei~ i::o:ac~ th~t a speaker of English
ever synonymy may.~ltlm~tely ~e a;.a y t 'determine whether some bachelors

unde:t~k:sn~e ~~~r~~a~:t~~::~~a~~~th~r some bachelors are.red-haire~; and
marne , b . f th conclusion that there IS a meanmg relation
facts as this provide the "asls or. de " A proposed characterization (such
between "bachelor" and unmarne man. . . which is in<;oIISi!;tellt
the proposed distributional analysis) of these meamng relatlOns

with these facts is, to that extent, sho~n to ~e w:~:~~nal definition of a concept
Similarly consider Quine's propose quasi-operauvu' . of a
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factors. These, and the many further discrepancies.w suggest that the concept has
little relevance to the study of meaning and reference; consequently, it is not at all
clear why any serious consideration should be given to this particular operational
test. Quine's concern with it appears to stem from his belief that it provides all of the
objective information that can be obtained about any language (e.g., 39), and that all
additional assumptions about a language are "arbitrary" and "unverifiable" (71-2,
80) since they are "undetermined by the speech dispositions" and might conceivably
be "due to linguistic ingenuity or lucky coincidence" (Quine's thesis of "indeter
minacy of translation," and, also, of grammar, since he regards grammar as some
how based on translation-cf. 68f.). But he offers no argument for the belief that this
particular operational test, among the many that might be proposed, has some
unique significance; and the thesis of indeterminacy seems to amount only to the
assertion that a significant empirical assertion has logically conceivable alternatives,
which is true but unexciting.27

In these and many other cases, what has not been shown is that the concept defined
by the proposed operational criterion has some importance. In fact, at the present
stage of the study oflanguage, it seems rather obvious that the attempt to gain some
insight into the range of data that we now have is likely to be far more fruitful than
the attempt to make this data more firm, e.g., by tests for synonymy, grammatical
ness, and the like. Operational criteria for these notions, were they available and
correct, might soothe the scientific conscience; but how, in fact, would they advance
our understanding of the nature of language, or of the use and acquisition of lan
guage?

IV. THE NATURE OF STRUCTURAL
DESCRIPTIONS

A generative grammar contains a syntactic component, which generates strings of
formatives and specifies their structural features and interrelations; a phonological
component, which converts a string of formatives with a specified syntactic

"The stimulation X belongs to the (affirmative) stimulus meaning of the sentence Y if presenta
tion of X prompts assent to Y (with various qualifications that are not relevant here). But in gen
eral,an object is correctly called a Y not just because of its appearance, but because of its function,
or even its "history" (cf. comments by P. Foot, 1961,47f.). The other notions defined in terms of
"stimulus meaning" are likewise of dubious interest. Thus "stimulus analyticity," as defined,
would seem to hold of many universally shared beliefs (e.g., "there have been some black dogs,"
or "the world is flat," at one period), and thus sheds little light on the important (but, as Quine
.has elsewhere demonstrated, quite obscure) notion of "connection of meaning."

"'What seems open to question in this account is only the use of the words "arbitrary" and "un
verifiable" to apply to empirical hypotheses that do not merely summarize evidence, that is, to all
nontrtvial assertions of science or common sense, to X's belief that Y is using "tomorrow" in the

of X's "tomorrow" and not his "yesterday," etc. Furthermore, it seems that Quine's own
dis(:us~;iOllS of indeterminacy of reference (e.g., 52f.; cf. also 78-9) should be unintelligible, on his

grounds, for his hypothesis that his readers do not understand his "rabbit" in the sense of
"rabbit stage," etc., is "unverifiable" and "arbitrary," as he uses these terms.

Notice, in this connection, that though given a finite amount of evidence, it is trivially true that
are conflicting hypotheses compatible with it, it does not follow that there are certain con

hypotheses among which no decision can be made by any possible obtainable evidence.
a decision to restrict evidence to "stimulus meaning," one no doubt could find irresolvable

but this would be an uninteresting consequence of an arbitrary decision.
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(14)

that when the adjective is "easy," the relation of "please" to "John" in (14) is that of
Verb-Object, as in "this pleases John"; and that when the adjective is "eager," and
is not followed by "for + NP," the relation of "John" to "please" in (14) is that of
Subject-Verb, as in "John pleases us." Similarly, there is no way to indicate by a
single labelled bracketing that in the sentence (15) the expressions"John," "please,"
and "gift" are related as they are in (16):

For reasons such as this, the taxonomic model of modern linguistics (cf. Section 1,
above), which provides a single Phrase-marker of the type (14) as the structural
description of a string, must be regarded as descriptively inadequate.

One might attempt to overcome this inadequacy by extending the definition of
"grammatical relation" in the following way. Let us say that a grammatical relation
holds ofa certain pair (triple, etc.) ofexpressions (1)if they form part ofa configura
tion of a Phrase-marker, as described above, or (II) if a "co-occurrence relation" of
an appropriate sort29 holds between the pair in question and a pair that has this
grammatical relation in the sense of (I). Accordingly, we would say that in

(15)
(16)

did John expect to be pleased by the gift?
The gift pleased John.

'9For a careful definition of one such notion, see Hiz (1961). This notion was introduced by
Harris (1952a, 1952b) and studied in detail (Harris, 1957) as the basis for a theory of grammatical
transformations. It is also mentioned in a similar connection by Bazell (1953), and is applied to
Russian in Worth (1958). A grammatical transformation is defined, from this point of view, as a
(symmetrical) relation holding between two sentence forms if corresponding positions in the two
formsare filled by the same n-tuples ofexpressions. This relation is not part of generative grammar,
as is the notion "grammatical transformation" of Section I and the references cited there, but is a
structural relation holding of sentences and sentence forms described by a taxonomic, Ie grammar
(as in Harris, 1951a, chapter 16). The notions of "co-occurrence relation" and "generative trans
formation" are rather different in formal properties as well as in their role in actual syntactic
description, and a great deal of confusion can result from failure to distinguish them. Thus it
makes no sense to arrange co-occurrence relations "in sequence," but generative transformations
can in practice, must) be ordered and applied in sequence. The examples of Section 2 depend
essentially on appropriate ordering and sequential application of transformational rules, and on
appropriate choice of base versus derived forms (a distinction which is also not definable in terms

co-occurrence). Furthermore, co-occurrence is a relation defined on actual sentences, while
generative transformations apply to abstract structures that often bear no close relation to actual
sentences. Note also that in a generative transformational grammar, a direct, one-step transforma

relation would hold between (16) and each of the sentences of (17); a somewhat more devi-
relation would hold between (16) and (15), which is derived by a sequence of transformations

a of strings, one of which underlies (16); and no relation at all would hold between
or (17i)-(17ii), though all would be based on the terminal string underlying (16). From

of view of co-occurrence, however, there is a "one-step" relation between both (16)-(17),
and no relation at all (because of "the gift brought happiness," etc.) between (15)and

Similarly, no co-occurrence relation would hold between (18iii) and (18ii) (because of "I met
tne "nu'" though the latter is derived from the string underlying the former by a sequence of gener

transformations. There are many other differences.
Harris' notion of transformation as a co-occurrence relation developed in the course of his work
the late 1940's on analysis of the structure of extended discourse. At the time, I was attempting
construct generative grammars for Modern Hebrew and English using Harris' morpheme-to

procedures, with variables ranging over "long components," as a model for the syntactic
.compolnerlt. There were serious difficulties in this, and the notion of grammatical transformation,

adapted and redesigned to enter the syntactic component of a generative grammar with
rules, seemed to overcome most of these. .
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(l8i)
(l8ii)
(18iii)

(17i)
(l7ii)did the gift please John?

John was pleased by the gift.

where the grammatical relations are not expressible directly in terms of subcon
figurations of the Phrase-marker, the Subject-Verb and Verb-Object relations hold
of the pairs "the gift" _ "please" and "please" - "John," respectively, because any
triple of expressions that can replace "the gift," "please," and "John" in (17) can
also (with appropriate reordering) fill the positions of these expressions in (16),
where the grammatical relations are definable directly in terms of the Phrase-marker.

However, this approach seems to me to face insurmountable objections. Thus
although it may be true that a co-occurrence relation of the appropriate sort holds
between (16) and (17), it does not hold between (15) and (16), or (18i) and (16). Thus
"please" _ "John" can be replaced by "bring" - "happiness" in (16), but not in (15)
or in (18i); but in all three cases these expressions are related as Verb-Object. And if
some modification is proposed to deal with this discrepancy, will it be able to dis
tinguish the gramatically related "please" - "John" in (15) from the same pair,
grammatically unrelated, in "did John expect you to be pleased by the gift?" Or

consider the sentences (18ii-iv):

the gift pleased John but not Bill
the book is what I want
I want the book
the clever boy saw the friendly man

In both (18ii) and (18iii), the Verb-Object relation holds of the pair "want"
book"; but only in (18iii) can this pair be replaced by "met" - "the boy." In
"clever" and "boy" are related as in "the boy is clever"; but in the latter, though
in (l8iv), the pair "plan" - "intriguing" can replace "boy" - "clever." Fu:rthernlore,
it seems that any pair that can replace "clever" - "boy" in (18iv) can replace
_ "man" in the same sentence, though no grammatical relation at all holds of

pair.It is, of course, impossible to show that no possible modification of the
co-occurrence could deal with such problems. However, for the present it
clear that any theory which, like the theory of phrase structure grammar,
single Phrase-marker such as (14) to an utterance is incapable of expressing
structural relations and must therefore be ruled out by considerations of des,cripti1le

adequacy.30
In the case of a transformational grammar, the syntactic description of a

formatives consists of a set of underlying Phrase-markers (one for each of the
lying simple strings from which the string is derived), a derived Phrase-marker
as (14) that gives its superficial constituent structure, and a TI'17IHfm'Jnllt;fJ

1

1l-lnar'ker

that expresses the manner of its derivation from underlying strings." The
structural information in the examples that we have discussed is prov,ded by ti

aOMany other difficulties in the theory of phrase structure grammar are discussed in

(1955, 1957a, 1961a); Postal (1961, 1963),a'For discussion of these matters, see the references of note 18,There are many open and Idll!iICl

questions here, but the general outlines of a satisfactory theory seem clear.
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is a string of the category A. This representation in terms of segments and junctures,
with the derived constituent structure of the string still marked (since it plays a role
in the determination of phonetic shape by subsequent phonological rules), we will
call, tentatively, the levelof systematicphonemics, implying by the word "systematic"
that the choice of elements at this level is deeply determined by properties of both
the syntactic and the phonological component. The representation in terms of the
phones (and, possibly, phonetic junctures) that constitutes the output of the phono
logical component, we will cal1 the level of systematic phonetics.

So far as I can see, there is no other significant level of representation that can be
isolated in the phonological component. The input to the phonological component
is, in effect, the lowest level of syntactic representation ("l'etage inferieur de la
morphologie" of de Saussure, cf. Godel, 1957, 166)where segments are classified in
terms of what will ultimately be phonetic characteristics ("caracteres phoniques,"
op. cit.). The output of this component, as mentioned above, is essentially de Saus
sure's "phonologic,' or the "narrow transcription" of the British phoneticians. The
level of systematic phonemics is, essentially, the "phonological orthography" of
Sapir (cf. Sapir, 1933),his "ideal sounds" and "true elements ofthe phonetic pattern"
(cf. 1925, note 2); whereas systematic phonetics is his "phonetic orthography" (1933)
or "objective phonemes" (1925). Similarly, systematic phonemics seems to be, in
essence, the phonemics of Bloomfield's practice (1933) (in particular, when his
"secondary phonemes" are not represented), though it is difficult to say whether it is
inaccord with his phonological theory, which ishardly arnodel of clarity.34 Systematic
phonemics would now generally be called "morphophonemics," in one of the several
senses ofthis term. This terminological innovation isjustified ifthere is a third, inter
mediate level of systematic representation, more closely related to sound and quite
independent of syntactic structure, such as the system of representation now called
"phonemic." However, as I willattempt to show below, the existence ofan additional
level is highly dubious, and for this reason I have preferred to keep the older term,
modified by "systematic" to avoid confusion.

"'It is instructive, in this connection, to recall the controversies aroused by Bloomfield's Language.
In particular, Kent's review (1934) criticized it from the point of view of traditional (systematic)
phonetics" Kent argues that "the difference between [s] and [5] is functional in English: shall we
disregard it in citing Japanese, because it is not functional-even though we have the machinery
for marking the distinction." In this vein, he criticizes Bloomfield's phonemicization of "secretary"
[sekriterij] as /sekretejrij/ (which Bloomfield justifies, presumably, by reference to "secretarial"
[sekritejrijil] ), etc" In responding to the review, Bolling (1934) comments that to mark predictable
phonetic variants, in particular, reduced variants of unstressed vowels, "would be like the meaning
lessunderlining of a schoolgirl"; and he supports Bloomfield's phonemicizations by the argument
~hat they mark only what is not predictable. It is interesting to note that the position that Bolling
IS attacking is, on many points, just the one that is adopted by the "neo-Bloomfieldian" linguists
of the 1940's and 1950's, who characteristically criticize Bloomfield for failure to separate levels,
and who return to a much "narrower" transcription. In particular, the marking"of reduced vari
ants of unstressed vowels is considered one of the major innovations in this development. We re
turn to this issue directly.

The controversy between Kent and Bloomfield-Bolling concerns the choice between systematic
and systematic phonemics. But it is clear that these are not alternatives, and that in fact

levels are significant in the description of a language. It was Bloomfield's summary rejection
phonetics as without scientific value or status, rather than his development of a higher level of

.. relJre!;enl:ati,on. that should really have been at issue here.
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In general, we can say, with Palmer (1958), that the place of the phonological
component is "that ofan ancillary technique; it provides a bridge between the gram
matical statement and the direct observations that are reported in phonetics." For
linguistic theory, the significant questions concerning the phonological component
have to do with the choice of phonetic features (and, more generally, the universal
phonetic theory), and with the conditions on the form and ordering of rules. The
latter question, in particular, is of great importance, and phonological theory has
suffered seriously from its neglect. As soon as the attempt to construct explicit rules
to determine the phonetic shape of a string of formatives passes the most superficial
and introductory stage, it becomes obvious that a fairly strict ordering must be im
posed on phonological processes, if they are to be describable in full generality.
Thus most of the examples in Sapir (1933) involve ordering, though he does not
explicitly mention this fact. Bloomfield was much concerned with questions of
ordering," and his Menomini morphophonemics (1939) is the first modern example
ofa segment ofa generative grammar with ordered rules. Bloomfield does not discuss
the extent or depth of ordering in this grammar, and it is not easy to determine this
from the examples that he gives. It apparently does not exceed five (cf. Bever,
1963). In the segment of the phonological component of Modern Hebrew presented
in Chomsky (1951), a depth of ordering that reaches the range of twenty to thirty is
demonstrated;" and this is surely an underestimate. Recent work (see note 32) gives
strong support to the belief that ordering relations among phonological nr{"'p,,~,,o

are quite strict; and, furthermore, it provides evidence that the ordering
strictly linear, but is in part cyclic (see Section 1). Resolution of these questions
seems to me the outstanding problem for contemporary phonology.
several cases of ordering will be presented below, it is important to bear in
that scattered examples cannot give an accurate indication of the extent or SI.2;nUIC
ance of ordering in a full grammar.

To make the discussion somewhat more concrete, consider the following
example from English. We find such phonological regularities as the following

3SCf. Bloomfield (1933, 213). He regarded ordering of rules as an artifact-an invention of
linguist-as compared with order of constituents, which is "part of language." But this deprecia
tion of the role of order of synchronic processes is just one aspect of the general a~~.~~:~i;~~~rs~~f6
(the so-called "anti-mentalism") that Bloomfield developed and bequeathed to m
This tendency fitted well with the operationalism, verificationism, and behaviorism that
dominant intellectual mood in the early 1930's. Harris showed (J95Ia, 237) that some of
field's examples of ordering can be handled by unordered rules that state the phonemic compositioi
of a morphophoneme in a strictly morphophonemic context. But his method does not
to such examples as the one given directly below; and, furthermore, it is not clear whether the'
cizedcondition on morphophonemic rules iscompatible with the procedures by which they are
lished, since these procedures set up morpho phonemes (similarly, phonemes) in terms of phone
(respectively, phonetic) or mixed environments. There are important questions of principle
that have not been sufficiently clarified.

3·That is, it is shown that a sequence of some twenty-five rules can be formed such
interchange of adjacent rules will lead to a reformulation that increases complexity
reduces generality). In the light of more recent work, the grammar presented there
be modified in many respects, but the conclusion concerning ordering, so it appears,
anything, be strengthened.
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(where the notation [Sl,sJ is used for the" hi ". . .
common to s s \.37 arc iphoneme conslstmg of the features

l' 21·

{~} -+ s in the context: - + [i, y]
(20i)

[s, z] + [i, y] -+ [s, z] in the context: - Vowel (20")

Thus we have "opaque" _ "opacit ""1 ." " " " , 11

racy," "pirate" - "piracy" in c y, (i) .o~:c -" 10~}CISI?' 'democrat" - "democ-
. " " ' ase I, race - racial." " ""slon, erase" - "erasure" "encl " " ' express - expres-
.. , ose - enclosure" "rev' " " " " .

(ii), Although various qualifications are need d I ' I ise - reVISIOn, III case
in any grammar But if these are d de, c ear y rules such as these are needed

t? the effect that :'morphophonem::~~h:s t~e~~r:~ clas~:ficatory,unordered rules
tion, etc.) in the context Z-W then th b P neme Y as member (or realiza-

, ey must e supplemented by the additional rule'

(
k .

. t} + [i, y] -+ s in the context: - Vowel, (21)

to account for "logician" "delicious" (cf "d li
"ignite" - "ignition" etc B'ut clearl thi c

I
·. e icacy"), "relate" - "relation,"

,. y IS ru e IS unneces 'f(20")
result of application of (20i) that is .f th I sary I n can apply to the

Th " I e ru es are ordered as in (20)
e grammar containing just (20i) (20")' h .

tions as:38 ' n , III t at order, will provide such deriva-

lajik + yin prezident + I' .prezident + i + eel
Iajis + yin prezidens + i .
lajisin prez~den~ + i + eel (by (20i) ) (22)

. . prezldens + eel (by (20ii) )
The top line III (22) is the systematic phonem] '.
last line becomes the systematic phonetic b 1~~~~resentatIOn, III each case, and the
mediate stages has any systematic status t y l~ ttional rules. But none of the inter
the number of intermediate representati;n:;'i~Pd:rent1y.For each linguistic for~,
the ordered sequence that apply to it and thi pen~ on.the number of rules III

indeed, for different subparts of th ' IS number WIll differ for different forms
e same sentence phras d '

Clearly a grammar that contains (21) as a .'.. e, or wor .
consideration ofadditional exam I h .rule IS .mlssmg a generalization. In fact

b . pes sows Immediately that s I I'"
are emg missed. Thus observe that I id f . evera genera rzations

a ongsi e 0 (20) there IS also the rule

z -+ s in the context: - + iv
as in "ab " "b . " , (23)

.. use - a ustve, But consider the D "
- "persuasion," "corrode" _ "corrosive" _ "corr ~rm~, persuade" - "persuasive"
mar with no provision for applying I . oSIOn, etc. In a taxonomic gram

ru es in sequence, these regularities must be

3'A natural evaluation measure ("sim licit "
1961a)is the number of feature spe~fica~on~~~S~~~). for the phonologicnl component (cf.

morehighly valued more general) if rules are Slated ina~ns. In PtrtJC~lar, then, the grammar is
archiphonemes such as C V etc) r th rtha 0 archlphonemes (and, further-

d'. irrelevant details are omitt~d i ..a er an segments.
a~~cuITlon, first vowel in "logic" should actu'al~/~rtlcula/r/' for reasons beyond the scope of this

ua y be the "archiphoneme" lax vowel. e not a but 101 (cf. note 46), and Iii should
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4°1 naturally cannot hope to survey all contemporary points ofview in the space of this paper, and
1will concentrate on those that seem to me the clearest, referring to Troubetzkoy, Harris,Bloch,and
Jakobson, among others. 1 will not consider glossematics (which, for reasons unclear to me, is
often referred to as extremely rigorous and of high "operational preciseness"-ef., e.g., Haugen,
1951; Diderichsen, 1958), or the prosodic analysis of the London school, since 1 have been unable
to find formulations of these positions that are explicit enough to show what evidence might count
either for or against them, though the latter, in particular, seems to have certain relations to the

of view sketched above in Section 4.2.

Again details and well-known rules are omitted. Line (a) is the systematic phonemic
and line (f) the systematic phonetic representation. At no other stage does the set of
representations have any systematic character that I can detect. Perhaps (c) is what
would be called "phonemic" by many structural linguists (though not, e.g., by
Bloch). If so, it is to be observed that ordering of rules is also necessary to convert
the "phonemic" representation to the phonetic one, in the optimal way, since clearly
if (28) and (29) are not given in this order, the correct output will not be achieved.
Thus the [D] of"delighted" is phonetically voiced, but is functionally Voiceless, for
the application ofrule (28)-thus it has the classificatory distinctive feature ofVoice
lessness and the phonetic feature of Voiced, in the framework proposed above.

As we enlarge the range of examples considered, the depth of required ordering
increases (as does its complexity, when we introduce the transformational cycle).
Investigation of this question has, so far, failed to reveal any systematic set ofrepre
sentation that might be taken as constituting a "level of representation" at any inter
mediate point in the operation of the phonological component, and therefore it
seems necessary to conclude that systematic phonemics and systematic phonetics
are the only two levels of representation that appear in structural descriptions pro
vided by the phonological component. To fortify this conclusion, I would like to
consider briefly the status of modern taxonomic phonemics, as seen from this point
of view.

4.3 Taxonomic phonemics. Sound pattern has been taken as the primary object
of study in modern, structural linguistics ; it has, furthermore, been studied in relative
or complete isolation from the syntactic setting within which phonological processes
operate. In both of these respects, structural linguistics marks a departure from a
more traditional point of view, which again emerges in recent work in generative
grammar, as sketched above. Though modern phonologists have not achieved any
thing like unanimity, a body of doctrine has emerged to all or part of which a great
many linguists would subscribe. Abstracting away from much variation, let us coin
the term "taxonomic phonemics" to refer to this body ofdoctrine, thus emphasizing
its striking reliance, in almost all versions, on procedures of segmentation and
classification (identification of variants). 40

Taxonomic phonemic theory constitutes the first attempt to formulate a linguistic
theory with sufficient clarity and care so that questions of theoretical adequacy can
seriously be raised. The development of taxonomic phonemics has led to standards
of explicitness and precision that had rarely been attained in previous linguistic
description, and to many new insights into sound structure. Furthermore, the period
ofits dominance has also been one ofunparalleled extension of the range oflinguistic
investigation. For these reasons, the methodological and substantive assumptions
that underlie this theory deserve careful and critical scrutiny. It seems to me, how-

(29)

(20i)
(23)
(28)

"
" "
"
"

dilaytid

"
dilayDid"

"
"

disa·yd~d

dtsa-ydid
disa'yDid

"
"

"
"disa·yd

ij si lifies the grammar (cf. note 37). Several
3'To this extent, this adjUst~~nt o~ (~~I S~~t of the adjustment neutral, as regards con~ple:xltY"

tions are needed, however, whic rna. e es~ated strictly in terms of features. Thus, :or
Note that these rules sh?uld properly b~ ] _)- [_ Voiced] in the context: - + IV.
rule (23) should assert, simply: [+ Contmuant
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t d
for by two entirely new rules, independent of (20), (21), (23), namely:

accoun e . . ' (24i)
d -+ s m the context. - + IV (24ii)
d + [i, y] -+ zin the context: - Vowel.

. h 1 (24) are entirely superfluous. It is
If we allow rules to apply 1~ seque~ce, t e ru;~ d t instead of simply /t/,39 thus
simply necessary t~ g,~neralIz~ (2~i) t(02;)PPI~ fo/"~e~suaSion" the derivation (26):

iving for "persuasive the denvatiOn an
g . -' (b (23)) (25)

perswed + iv, perswez + iv.(by (201)~, perswes:~. ~b (20ii)) (26)
perswed + yin, perswez + ym (by (201)), perswezm y , .

where again the first is the systematic phonemic and the last the systematic phonetic

representation (details omitted). h t for this variety of phonetic facts
. ., bvi that a grammar t at accoun s . d

Again, It IS 0 ViO~S . ( 3) which are independently motivate ,
by the rules (20) (suitably generalized)t~~c;i ~ive adequacy, to one which co~tains
is much to be preferred, on grounds 0 1 P mar is simply leaving sigmficant
in addition the rules (21), (24). The

d
atte:- ;a~y adequate account in this case

generalizations unexpressed. But a escnp rve .
. . h t th ules be applied in the sequence given. .

agam requires t a e r .' 1 d the forms (27) illustrating a point to
Finally, let us extend the analysis to me u e ,

which we will return below: . _ (27i)
decide [dlsa'yd] (27"")
decided [disa·yDid] - [D] = alveolar flap .~~

. (27m)
decisive [dtsaysiv] (27iv)
delight [dtlayt]
delighted [dilayDid].

h e we must add to the phonological cOlnpc:ment
To ac.c~untthfOerrusuI:sh(~~C)t:n~(~;): ~he rules (28) and (29), where the order is
contammg
(20i), (20ii), (23), (28), (29).

a -+ a' in the context: - (Glide) Voiced li
[t, d] -+ D in the context: Stressed Vowel - Unstressed Voca IC..

. these can be generalized in familiar ways, and each is required, inciej:len1d-
Agam, h 1 With the rules so ordered we have such
ently, by many ot er examp es.

as the following: R I
delight delighted u e

d decided decisive
deci e dilayt dilayt~ d
disayd disayd ~ d disayd + iv

disayz+iv
disays+iv



(3li)
(3lii)
(3liii)
(3liv)
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(32i)
(32ii)

(32iii)
(32iv)

linearity
invariance
biuniqueness
local determinacy.

to the reliance on phonetic universals. No procedure has been offered to show why,
for example, initial [ph] should be identified with final [p] rather than final [t], in
English, that does not rely essentially on the assumption that the familiar phonetic
properties (Stop, Labial, etc.) are the "natural" ones. Harris might be interpreted
as suggesting that a nonphonetic principle can replace reliance on absolute phonetic
properties when he concludes (195la, 66) that "simplicity of statement, as well as
phonetic similarity, decide in favor of the p_phgrouping"; but this implication, if
intended, is surely false. The correct analysis is simpler only if we utilize the familiar
phonetic properties for phonetic specification. With freedom of choice of features,
any arbitrary grouping may be made simpler. From innumerable examples of this
sort, it seems that we must conclude that, despite disclaimers, all varieties of taxo
nomic phonemics rely essentially on the condition of phonetic specifiability. Further
more, actual practice shows remarkable agreement as to which features constitute
the universal phonetic system that is implicitly assumed.

It appears, then, that the status of systematic phonetics is also beyond dispute,
though there is room for much discussion as to what is the actual character of the
universal phonetic theory that underlies all descriptive practice, In any event, we
can assume that each utterance of any language can be uniquely represented as a
sequence of phones, each of which can be regarded as an abbreviation for a set of
features (those that constitute the universal theory in question), in terms of which
"phonetic similarity," "simplicity of statement," "pattern congruity," and so on,
are defined.

Let us turn then to a more detailed investigation of taxonomic phonemics, taking
this to be a theory that requires that phonological representations must, in addition
to the condition of phonetic specifiabiIity, meet conditions which, for the sake of this
discussion, I will designate by the following terms:

The linearity condition (32i) requires that each occurrence of a phoneme in the
phonemic representation of an utterance be associated with a particular succession
of (one or more) consecutive phones in its representing matrix, as its "member" or
"realization"; and, furthermore, that if A precedes B in the phonemic representa
tion, then the phone sequence associated with A precedes (is to the left of) that
assQciated with B in the phonetic matrix. This condition follows from definitions
of the phoneme as a class of phone sequences (as in post-Bloomfieldian American
lingUistics, typically)« or as a bundle of distinctive features (Bloomfield, Jakobson)
or a minimal term in a phonological opposition (Prague circle).

"In the case of Bloch's very careful system of definitions (cf. Bloch, 1950, for a lucid sketch), the
condition is not necessarily met, but it is met, apparently, insofar as linear order is defined

phonemes'at all. There are various unclarities here, despite the care of Bloch's presentation.
TI:us as the definitions stand, it is impossible for English [ph] to be a member of the phoneme JpJ
(WIth [PJ),since the defining qualities for JpJ are not coextensive with [ph] (or if a defining quality
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that they have not received the kind of critical appraisal that this position
:::its. In this discussion of taxonomic phonemics, I v.:ill attempt to show that seve~al

fthe main methodological and substantive assumptions that have played a crucial
~ole in taxonomic phonemics are invalid, and that, in several import~nt respec~s, the
theory of taxonomic phonemics, as it has emerged during the last thirty ye~rs, IS less
adequate than the phonemic theory that was imp~cit in the work of such pioneers of
modern phonology as, for example, Edward Sapir. - . . .

Under discussion, then, are four potential levels of representation associated with
the phonological component, namely, the levels of:

physical phonetics
taxonomic phonetics
systematic phonetics
systematic phonemics

Physical phonetics is the study referred to by Troubetzkoy. (1939~ as "the science of
th unds ofparole" a study with methods and goals entirely d~erent from those
of

e
;~OnolOgy (the :'science of the sounds of langue"). I~ provides Bl.coomneld's

"mechanical record of the gross acoustic features, s~ch as IS produced In the pho
netics laboratory" (1933, 85); its status is not in question here, and no further atten-

tion will be given to it. f systematic
I will assume, for the purposes of this discussion, that the status 0 ".

phonemics ("morphophonemics," in one sense of the more usual modern phrase)

also not in question. . ifi bilit
The status of systematic phonetics and the condition ofph?netic speci. a I y

.86, above), however, has been very much in question, and this level has,mfa~t,
~XPliCitlY rejected in many theoretical dis~uss~ons. Thus for B~~o~field (op. Cit.),
only kind of linguistic record that is "scientifically relevant, ~sIde :rom that
vided by physical phonetics, "is a record in terms of phon~m.es, I~n~rm~ all features
that are not distinctive in the language." Phonetic transcnption IS dismissed as
hazard, limitless, accidental, and of no scientific value; and Bloomfield maintains
that in phonology "we pay no heed to the ac.ous~ic ?at~re ?,f phonemes but

t them as distinct units and study their distribution ~p. 137~. Troubetzkoy
:~:~times refers to phonemes as completely "abstract" un~ts serving only a
tinctive function. But elsewhere, he pays a great deal.0: att~ntlOn t? the
tion of the universal phonetic features that playa distinctive rol~ In. some h
(structural phonetics-cf. 1939, 93f.). Bloomfield's ap~arent ~eJectlOn of t e
of structural phonetics reappears in an extreme forn: In J~os ~1~57) 1

h t he takes to be the characteristic view of Amencan linguistics, .name y,
"languages could differ from each other without limit and in unpredictable
(96) that "distinctive features are established ad hoc for each language or even
lect," and that "no universal theory of segments can be called upon to settle
moot points" (228). Similarly, Hjelmslev appears to deny the relevance of
substance to phonological representation. .

Nevertheless it seems to me correct to regard modern taxonoml~ I
' .. a unrversaall varieties, as resting squarely on assumptions concernI~g

theory of the sort described above. Analysis of actual practice shows no
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The invariance condition (32ii) asserts that each phoneme P has associated with
it a certain set ep(P) of definingfeatures (that is, P = Q if and only if ep(P) = ep(Q) )
and that wherever P occurs in a phonemic representation, there is an associated
occurrence of ep(P) in the corresponding phonetic representation. The invarian~e

condition has no clear meaning unless the linearity condition is also met; I WIll
assume, then, that it is inapplicable when linearity is violated. The invariance con
dition, in the form stated above, is required explicitly by Bloomfield, Troubetzkoy,
Jakobson, and Bloch, for example, and appears to be implicit in many other con
ceptions. Where linearity and invariance are bot~ met by a ~axonomic phonemic
representation, the string of phones is segmented into successive segme?ts, each of
which contains, along with redundant (determined) features, the defining features
ep(P) of some phoneme P, and the phonemic representation is just the sequence of
these phonemes. .

One can distinguish two versions of the invariance condition, depending on wheth
er the features are taken to be relative (i.e., more or less along a certain phonetic
dimension) or absolute.Jakobson explicitly accepts the relative version of the invari
ance condition, and Bloch, as I understand his account, seems to accept the absolute
version. Under the absolute invariance condition, partial overl~pping is excluded.
If a certain occurrence of a phone P is assigned to a phoneme P, then every other
occurrence of P must be assigned to P. Under the relative version of the invariance
condition certain cases of partial overlapping are permissible.

There are, however, some unresolved conceptual difficultiesconcerning the formu
lation of the relative invariance condition. Consider, e.g., a binary feature F such
a phone P in a certain context X-Y is assigned the feature [+ F~ or [-F] depending
on its relation, in terms of the feature F, to some other phone Q m the context X-Yo
But how is the context X-Yin question to be specified? If in terms of !JWUl1<;~,

then in general we can expect that the contrasting element Q will not appear in
context X-Y, but in a context X'-Y', where X' belongs to the same phoneme as
and Y' to the same phoneme as Y. If in terms ofphonemes, then what happens
features that define X and Yare again relative to a context which, in this case,
eludes P and Q? F;r some discussion, see Chomsky (1957b). _

Technically, the biuniqueness condition (32iii)asserts that each sequence
is represented by a unique sequence of phonemes, and th~t each seque~:e o~

nemes represents a unique sequence of phones. 42 The biuniqueness con~itlOnis

widely maintained by modern phonologists, in particular, by those mentioned

need qualify only part of a phone, it would follow that, e.g., [sp] could be assigned t~ Ipl and
lsI). It is also unclear what is meant by the statement that the phoneme~ of a dialect
"accommodate all the phones." Thus English "solely" has a doubled [I], phonetically, By definition,
this pair of successive segments constitutes a phone. Must this phone be a member of a phoneme,
or can the phonemic representation have two II/'s, given th~ requirement. that the phonemes
accommodate the phones? Bloch's work illustrates an Importan~ pomt, namely, that as
explicitness of formulation of taxonomic phonemics increases, the difficulty a
and descriptively adequate interpretation also increases. Thus as compared with f he: other ohon<:mI<
theories under consideration here, Bloch's is quite explicit; but the difficult~ ofdetermining II/hethel
the conditions (32) are met is at least as great in the case of his phonological theory as
of the others. . . . . . h h ue

421n this form, the condition IS of course rarely met. What IS intended, ra~h:r, IS t ateac seq
of phonemes represents a sequence of phones that is unique up to free variation.
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However, it.is ver~ ~ifficu~t to formulate this condition ina manner that is actually
m ~ccord with their I~tentlOns. Consider, for example, Hockett's explicit discussion
of It (1951). He ~onsiders a.hypotheticallanguage with no morphophonemic con
trast between voiced and VOIceless stops and with the rule:

Stop -7- Voiced, medially, in words. (33)

Thus m?rphophonernic pat#atak becomes phonetic [patadak), while morpho
phonemic patat#ak becomes phonetic [padatak). But, Hockett argues, if we hear
[padatak) we do not know whether to transcribe /patat#ak/ or /pata#tak/. Con
sequently the morphophonemic representation fails the biuniqueness condition and
c~n~ot ?e taken as the phonemic representation, Which, in this case, must mark the
distinction between voiced ~nd voiceless consonants. This illustrative example,
howe:er, leaves many questIOns unanswered. Suppose, following Hockett, "that
there IS no word /~ada(, or no wor~ /tak/, or that, both of these words existing, they
would not occur m this sequence.' Or, suppose that there is a general rule to the
effectthat n.o word ends in a vowel. In any such case, "we can conclude that the proper
repres~ntatlOn would b~ patat ak" (jpatat#akf), and the morphophonemic repre
sentation would, technically, meet the biuniqueness condition and would thus
qualify as phonemic, if we take this condition literally.

Hocket~ ~oes .not state whether he would accept this system as phonemic, in this
case, but It IS fairly clear from the context that he would not. In fact a decision to
a.ccept it as phonen:ic would seem to be inconsistent with his princi~le of separa
ti~n o~levels, to WhI~h w~ return below, under any reasonable interpretation of this.
It IS fairly clear that linguists who accept the so-called biuniqueness condition would
:egard the situation just described as still being a violation of "biuniqueness" in the
intended sense. That IS, they do not mean by "biuniqueness" simply one-one corre
spondence, but :ather a ~orrespond~nce such that the unique phonemic representa
tion corresponding to a given phonetic form can be determined by "purely phonetic"
co~sIderatlOn~, or perhaps, considerations involving only "neighboring sounds."
This conventIOn:. which is rather difficult to state precisely, is what I have
called. the co.ndI.tlOn of local determinacy (32iv). Apparently it is this, rather
than lIt~ral bmmqueness in the technical sense, that is required in taxonomic
phonemiCs.

Not!ce that from the linearity and absolute invariance condition one can deduce
a particularly strong form of the biuniqueness and local determinacy conditions
namely, as noted above, the condition that the phoneme corresponding to a particu
larp.hone can be.det~rm!ned independently of the context of this phone. That is, even
partl~l o~erl~PPi~g is disallowed, and (32iv) is vacuous. Although, as noted above,
t~e SI~u~tlOn IS still some what confused in the case of the relative invariance condi
~;~n, It is clear that prop?nents of such ~ositions (e.~., Jakobson, Harris) would dis-

0:' complete over~appmg but not partial overlapping, sincehowever they interpret
the mvanance condition, they do insist on some sort of "biuniqueness."
A~though conditions (32i-iv) are (with a qualification to which I return below in

S~:tIon 4.3) quite generally accepted, and though they do follow from familiar defi
llltlOns of the phoneme, there are many examples showing that they are untenable.

first the linearity condition. Of the many examples that illustrate its
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If the phone A is phonetically similar to the phone sequence
BC, and A-BC are in free variation or complementary distri- (37)
bution, and BC is a realization of the phoneme sequence PQ,
then A is to be regarded as a realization ofPQ.

Thus phonemic /s6lnca/ ("sun") is phonetic [sonca], and there is no necessity to set
up /9/ in contrast to /0/ as a new phoneme. Here the linearity condition is violated,
as in (34); and, furthermore, the rules must be ordered as given. To account for such
violations of linearity, Troubetzkoy proposes a general rule for phonemicization
which we can state as follows:

(36i)
(36ii)

o -T 9 in the context: - 1
1 -T g in the context: Vowel- Nasal Consonant

(Chomsky, 1957a, 95-6) not only requires (with Bloch) that each token appear in each possible
context,but that it occur in each possible context with each "meaning," so that the "impracticality"
of Bloch's proposal is compounded manyfold. Perhaps some semantic criterion for "contrast"
exists. This we will not know, however, until proponents of this view take the same care in formu
lating their proposal as Bloch did in formulating his. Until such time, it can only be dismissed as
a totally unsupported claim.

4SNote that Troubetzkoy's rule must be modified, for adequacy, since as it stands it would re
quire that [ol] be regarded as a realization of IQll/.

Thus (9] is phonetically similar to and in complementary distribution with [91],
which is a realization of /01/; thus [9] is a realization of 101/. 45 Similarly, nasalized
vowels, in some English dialects, are in complementary distribution with Vowel +
Nasal, and could thus be regarded as a realization of Vowel + Nasal, thus dealing
with the violation oflinearity caused by (34), in these dialects. Similarly, one might
use the same argument to justify representing intervocalic and word final English
[lJ]as /ng/ (though to apply the argument in this case, complementary distribution

the incorrectness of the claim that phonology can (or, even more unaccountably,
that it must) be based on synonymy, in its usual formulation to the effect that pho
netically similar sounds are not assigned to the same phoneme if and only if replace
ment of one by the other in some context leads to a change of meaning (cf., e.g.,
Diderichsen, 1949). If what is meant by "context" is "phonetic context," then the
criterion would give the result that V-V and a-a' constitute a phonological opposition
(contrast) in English. If what is meant is "phonemic context," then obviously the
question at issue is simply being begged. In general, it should be observed that
"minimal pair" is not an elementary notion. It cannot be defined in phonetic terms,
but only in terms of a completed phonemic analysis. Consequently, the "commuta
tion test" is of only marginal interest if formulated, in the usual manner, as a pro
cedure for phonemic analysis.

Such violations of the linearity condition have not gone unnoticed by careful
taxonomic phonologists, and it is instructive to consider the steps that have been
taken to meet them. Troubetzkoy gives an example quite analogous to (34) both in
the Anleitung and the Grungdziige(1939, 46). He observes that the following phono
logical rules operate in Russian:

43Forseveral, see Harris (l951a, chapters 7,9).. le that such a pair as [r]
"For further discussion, see C~omskY (l957a). Notice, fo~ ~~a%~ c'ontext IIJ-Vowel/-("th;ee,

are in free variation and ar~ assl.gned tobthe sare Pho~e7 one by the other in Ibre-ll leads to
"throw" etc) in many English dialects, ut rep acemen 0 Idl . 1 ce

. ' difference ("battle," "barrel") (whereas, on the other hand, ItI a!1d can rep a

~ne~~~rgin t~e context h/birn-I ("b~rned, ~)"~~r~~~l ~~~~~~~t~~~~i~~rTo~?~~~isti~~~g~~~~ight
never be assigned to t e same p onem , b . d t the same nhoneme
left. And [<l], [r], though phonetically si~ilar, cl~arlY cannot e assigne 0so that the
(cf. below) though they never contrast (with or Without change of meaning),

is ~~s~fi~~t~~ymO~e~~~o;~~~t~ "contrast" in modern lin~uistics is.very curi?Us'I~10~0~~\~
it as a rimitive notion, and Harris provided a fairly effective operatl(:m~ es ,

~~i~h is the ~nlY known device that can be used when ~~e probl~~hof ~eter~:~~~~sc~a~~f~~t
arises in practice. The only coherent attempt to define contrast as een
tional definition. This has been frequently criticized, mainly on grounds of ti
;s the criticism is valid, it sho.ws only that "contrast" ~ust ?e t~~e~ ~~~ntrast" m~~t I~~.
the criticism has almost universally been taken as s owmg a . h
terms of "synonymy of utterance tokens" (e.g., Diderich~en, 1958), an? .m t Celbviously,
entire development has been the assumption that there IS su.ch. a definition. . is
difficulties in one analysis do not show that another analysis IS correct. And. in foachtiiection:s toi~:
proposal for defining "~~)lltrast" inbterms °bfl"(n~n~mY';~h:~nds~:~~Ot~~v:o~~v~~~~mmediatelY
In fact, the only definition I have een a eon or
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incorrecmess." perhaps the simplest is one presented in a ~ecent paper ~y Malecot
(1960) He observes that Lax Vowel + Nasal is often realized as.NasalIze~ Vo::vel

before' Unvoiced Stop, in English, so that, e.g., phonemic /ka::nt/ .IS phonetic. (kre~],
though phonemic /hrend/ is phonetic .(hre.nd]: I~ th~ fa~e oft~s eVIdence, n~:~:~;.~s~
would conclude that vowel nasalization IS distinctive III English, and that .

. .. 1 . while "can't" - "canned" do not. Rather, III such"cat" constItute a mmima parr, b
a case, the linearity condition would be disregarded. Furth~rmore, there ~an e no
doubt that this decision is correct. The phonetic representatIOn ca~ be denved from
the phonemic, in this case, by the phonetic rules (34), ordered as grven:

Vowel -T Nasalized in the context: - Nasal Consonant (?4i~))
Nasal -T g in the context: Lax Vowel- Unvoiced Stop

Though perfectly general and straightforward, these rules happen to lead to a viola

tion of the linearity condition. . ., h f
A second and more extreme example of the violation of Iinearity IS t e c~se ?

the a-a' contrast, discussed above (p. 85, Section 4.2). Th~ rules (28), (29), applied III

this order, convert the systematic phonemic representauocs of row (I) of ~35) first
to row (II) and then to the systematic phonetic representatIOn of row (III).

ray~r raydi[r ("writer," "rider," respectively) 35(~)

ray~r ra·yd~r (by (28)) gi
rayDir ra'yDrr (by (29), etc.) ( )

But here words which differ phonemically only in their f~urth segments .
phonetically only in their second segment~. ~en~e !f'phonemIc representatIOn IS to
play any significant role in linguistic deSCn?tIOn (If.I~ IS to be part of a grammar t~a~
achieves descriptive adequacy), the lineanty condition must be rather grossly VlO

lat~~ese violations of the linearity condition incidentally show, in yet another way,
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Nas~l + S.topin va~ious syntactic positions comes under investigation. The fact that
consideratlOns of this sort are crucial suggests that any such "atomistic" rule as the
one that Troubetzkoy suggests will fail.

Gener~l systemat.ic considerations are, however, foreign to the point of view of
taxonomic phonemics, and, i~ fa~t: theyhave often been criticized as circular (cf.,
e..g., Twaddell, 1935, 66). ThIS cnttcism IS Correct, given the general "procedural"
bias .of modern phonology; but it shows only that the attempt to develop a taxo
~omicphonemics on the basis of analytic procedures of segmentation and classifica
tion, supplemented by such ad hoc rules as (37), is ill-conceived from the start.
. The more extreme case of violation oflinearity posed by "writer" _ "rider" (which
IS beyond the range of (37) or any ~odification of it) is discussed by Harris (1951a,
70~. He proposes that [ayD] be assigned to /ayt/ as a unit, and [a·yD] to /aydj as a
um~, on ge~e~al grounds of symn:etry of distribution. But this is a rather vague
notion, and It IS no~ at ~ll clear.howIt would fare once clarified. Furthermore, suppose
that so~ehowa c:Iter~on ofdIst:ibutional symmetry can be formulated that has just
the desired effect In this case. ThISresult would still seem to be accidental and beside
the ~oint, since clearly in this case the critical factors are, once again, the generality
and Independent motivation of the rules (28), (29), and the relation of the forms in
question to others; in particular, the relation of "writer" to "write" and "rider" to
"ride," :vhich would .surely be expressed, on syntactic grounds, in the systematic
ph~nemlC representanon. But these factors have nothing directly to do with distri
~utlOnal symmetry. They are, once again, ofa general systematic character, and thus
lie beyond the narrow scope of taxonomic phonemics. Finally, notice that Harris'
proposal appears to involve an inconsistency with respect to the notion "distribu
tion." Phonemes are to be defined in purely distributional terms. If the distribution
is. with. respect to phoneticcontext, then the definition of "phoneme" is violated by
hIS aSSIgnment of [a] and [a-] to jaj, since these phones contrast in the phonetic
context [-y D]. If the distribution is with respect to phonemic context (an assump
tion ~~ffic~lt .to reconcile with a procedural approach, as noted above), then the
defimtlO?IS v.lOlated by the assignment off0] to jtj or jdj, depending on the phonetic
context m this case .

. It s~ems to me, then, that the ad hoc devices for dealing with the violations of
lmeanty are not defensible, and that the definition of a phoneme as "a bundle of
[phonetic) distinctive features," "a class of phones in free variation or comple
me~tar.y distribution," or "a minimal term in a phonological opposition" can be
mamtamed only if we are willing to tolerate such absurdities as the phonemic
:epresentations Ikretj, jrayDir/, jra'yDirj for "can't," "writer," "rider," and so on,
in many other cases .

.-Consider now the invariance condition. Notice first that it fails in the case ofviola
hons oflinearity such as those discussed above. However, it seems to me untenable
even :Vhen linearity is preserved. Phonemic overlapping provides the clearest example
~f this, Thus consider an English dialect in which [D] is the allophone of jrj in
'throw" and of jtj in "Betty" (where it contrasts with the jrj of "berry" _ cf. Bloch
1941). Following the principle of invariance, we must assign [D] to jt/ in the context
# ~-, contrary not only to the speaker's intuition but also to the otherwise
valtd rules of consonant distribution. The situation is worse in dialects in which [D)
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would have to be defined in terms ofphonemically specified, rather than phonetically
specified contexts).

However, the rule (37) seems to me not at all satisfying. It is entirely ad ho.c,.and
it can only be taken as indicating that the definition of ~he ph~neme as a mmlI~.al

term of a phonological opposition is incorrect. More senously, It cannot be applied
in general, without absurdity. Thus, in English, the pairs [I).)-[ny), [yu)-[y) are pho
netically similar and in complementary distribution, but it would be absurd, follow
ing the rule, to phonemicize [kitn] ("kitten") as jkitnyj or [yat) ("ya.cht") as jyuatj.
Even more serious for the taxonomic phonemicist is the fact that this rule can lead
to a violation of biuniqueness. Thus consider the English [ii)-[a·) contrast ("write"
"ride"), discussed above. ray) appears only initially or after a consonant, and ~efore

an unvoiced consonant; [y) can never appear in this position. Since (y) and ray) are
phonetically similar and ray) is a realization of jayj, by Tr~ube~zkoy's ~ul:, [y) is a
realization of jayj. Aside from the absurdity, this leads to a violation ofblUmquen~ss,

in this case, since jyj and jayj contrast ("ion" jayanj - "y~n" jyanj). H:nce"aside
from being ad hoc,this rule cannot be regarded as an extension of the notion pho
neme" to deal with the case of violation of linearity.

Troubetzkoy's informal comments and discussion of examples indicate that the
rule as he stated it perhaps does not conform to his actual intentions. Suppose, in
fact' that we were to restrict application of the rule (37) to the case in which B is a
LaxVowel and C a Liquid or Nasal. Then the violations of linearity in the Russian
example (36) and the English example (34) (but not the example o~ English jngj)
would still be handled, while the counterexamples of the preceding paragraph
would be ruled out. But now the entirely ad hoc character of the rule becomes even
more clear, and surely with such a restrictive formulation as this no one would
seriously regard it as constituting part of the definition of the fundamental concept
"phoneme." Furthermore, it is still not difficult to construct c?u~tere~amp.les.Thus
in many American dialects, [e) of "get" is in complementary distribution WIth fer)
"berry," which is a realization of jerj; so that by the rule, even.a~ amended, [e) must
be regarded as a realization of jerj, and "get" must be phonemicized jgertj. .

The rule (37) is a typical example of an ad hocdevice invented to :em~dy a~ mad
equacy of some general notion of "taxonomic phonem.e,". and this ~IscusslOn

difficulties that it faces could be duplicated for other principles of this sort.
ad hoc revisions of a basically inadequate notion do not succeed in reaching
central issue. In such cases as those discussed above, it is clear that the acceptability
ofan analysis hinges on its effect on the grammar as a whole. Thus the rules (34i)
(34ii) are quite general and are independently motivated. A grammar that
ates them is materially simpler then one that does not. But the rules: jyuj -7

before Vowels, or jerj -7 [e) before Consonants, as in the absurd examples
above obviously do not simplify the grammar of English. Similarly,
Russian example is well motivated by general systematic considerations; e.g., by
existence of such forms as js6lnesnij/, [solnisnij], and by the fact that were (36)
incorporated in the grammar, then each occurrence of [o! in the lexicon woul,d
to be marked as distinct from [o], greatly complicating the grammar (cf. note
Similarly, the necessity of assigning English [1)) to Inl (more accurately, to the
phoneme Nasal) becomes obvious only when the full range of examples invctvms
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and [r] are in free variation in this context and in intervocalic contrast, in which c~se
no coherent solution is possible within the framework of (32), although ~he descrip
tion of the facts is perfectly straightforward. The situation is still worse If we accept
the absolute invariance condition, particularly if (as in Bloch, 1950) the features
("qualities") are defined in auditory terms. For i: is known that in this case, not even
the correct analysis of English stops is tenable, since IpI, ItI a~d Ikl over:~p (Schatz,
1953). For reasons such as these, then, it seems that the invanance condItIOn cannot
be accepted, however the condition of linearity is treated. .

The biuniqueness condition is difficult to discuss because ofthe ~nc~anty of formu
lation noted above. Nevertheless, certain consequences of acceptmg It.are cleat:,a.nd
it seems to me that these are quite devastating, for anyone concerned with descriptive
adequacy. Halle has pointed out that it is generally impossible to pr~vide a level of
representation meeting the biuniqueness condition without destroying the gener
ality ofrules, when the sound system has an asymmetry. Thus he gives the ~ollowing,
quite typical example from Russian (Halle, 195?b). In (~8) the four for:n s in colu~n
I are given in systematic phonemic representatIOn and in column III in systematic

phonetic representation:

I II III
d'at, 1, i d'at, 1, i d'at, 1, i (38)
d'at, bi d'ad, bi d'ad, bi
z/ec 1, i z/ec 1, i z'ec 1, i
z/ec bi z/ec bi z/e} bi

The forms of column III are produced from those of column I by the general rule:

Obstruent --+ Voiced in the context: - Voiced Obstruent.

But the representations in column I fail the condition of biuniqueness as
construed (in tenus of local determinacy), and consequently would not be accepted
as taxonomic phonemic. The representations in column II would be accepted
"phonemic" by taxonomic phonologists, because of the fact that t-d,
while c-} do not. But if the grammar is to provide II as a level ofrepresentatron. then
cannot incorporate the general rule (39), but must have in its place the two.
(40i) and (40ii), the first of which is taken as a rule rel.atin,~ "morp~o?honemic"
"phonemic" representation, and the second as relating phonemic to.

representation:

Obstruent --+Voiced in the context: - Voiced Obstruent, except for c, c, x;

C C x --+ Voiced in the context: - Voiced Obstruent., ,
It seems to me that the force of this example has not been sufficiently appreciated
taxonomic phonemicists. Where it has been noted at all, the.discussion has not
adequate. Ferguson, in his review (1962) of Halle (1959b), ~Iscusses not the eX8lmI:

1le

given in the book under review(and reproduced above), but instead
that had at first been proposed by Lees as analogous to Halle's, ~nd .then .
by Lees as inappropriate (Lees, 1961, p. 63). Insofar as Ferguson s diSCUSSion
over to the correct example that Halle gives, it amounts only to the .
from the phonetic record alone it is possible to determine the underlying svs,tenrI

atJl9

phonemic (in his terms, morphophonemic) ferm in the case of c, c, x, but not in the
case of the other obstruents. This is correct but irrelevant, since this information is
provided just as explicitly in the grammar which incorporates only systematic pho
nemics and systematic phonetics as in the grammar which, in addition, adds an
intermediate level of taxonomic phonemics. Thus the fact remains that in this case
the only effect of assuming that there is a taxonomic phonemic level is to make it
impossible to state the generalization.

In the face of Halle's example, I do not see how one can fail to be uncomfortable
in attributing to Russian a level of taxonomic phonemics. Furthermore, similar
examples are not difficult to find in other languages. Bloch, in fact, gave a rather
similar example in his discussion of phonemic overlapping (Bloch, 1941). In his dia
lect of English there are forms that might have the systematic phonemic representa
tions ofcolumn I and the systematic phonetic representations of column III of(4l):

I II III
"nod": nad na·d na·d

"knot": nat nat nat (41)
"bed": bed bed be-d
"bet": bet bet bet

Column I does not meet the biuniqueness condition becaus~ of such contrasts as
"balm" - "bomb," "starry" - "sorry," "father" - "bother," and because of the fact
that the vowel of "Pa'd (do it)" is that of "pod," phonetically. Column III can be
derived from column I by the familiar rule of lengthening before voiced segments
(of which (28) is a special case).46 But Bloch is forced, by the biuniqueness condition,
to accept II as the phonemic level of representation. Thus a full grammar ofEnglish,
meeting this condition, would have to replace the general rule of vowel lengthening
by two rules, the first of which applies only to jaj and the second to all other vowels.
The first would relate "morphophonemic" and "phonemic," and the second "pho
nemic" and phonetic representations. The situation is exactly analogous to the Rus
sian example just given, and again we see that the effect ofthe biuniqueness condition
is to complicate the grammar, that is, to prevent it from achieving descriptive
adequacy.

The complicating effect of the biuniqueness condition has been commented on by
several of its proponents. Thus Bloch remarks at once, in discussing the preceding
example, that it leads to a loss of symmetry. Similarly, he remarks (1950, note 3)
that the National Romanization which influenced his earlier, non biunique analysis

46This discussion is quite unaffected by the residual cases of a-a' contrast. For Bloch's dialect
"father," and "bother" have different vowels, quite independently of how we analyze the forms or
·(41). In fact, it is no accident that the short vowel in the a-a' pairs is generally spelled "0" while
the long one is spelled "a." A good case can be made for the conclusion that the vowel phoneme
of"no~," "knot," ':bomb," etc., is actuall~ 1.0/' which in certain dialects goes to [a'] (merging with
the van~nt ~f la/),.m others goes to [a] (giving the a-a' contrast), and in others remains [o]. This
assu.n:ptlOn IS required by many other considerations, e.g., to describe in the most general way the
f~milla~ e-+ re and 6 -+ a alternations. Cf. Halle and Chomsky (forthcoming) for a detailed
diSCUSSIOn. The.i~sue is furthe~ complicated by dialects (cf. Sledd, 1959)in which liquids drop pre
~,onsona~tly,,(glvmg lo~g .v~nants of short vowels in such words as "absolve" lrebs:>lv/-cf.,
~bs?lutlOn -etc.). This IS Just one of the many examples that show how wide a range of informa

tion IS necessary to determine what is in fact a minimal pair.
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ofJapanese, though "neat and systematic," is not as close to a "pho~emic notation::
as the Hepburn Romanization, "unsystematic and cumbersome as I~ seems .to ?e.
Similarly, Hockett (1951) compares Bloch's "deceptively simple nonbiunique
analysis with his later "quite complicated ... but obviously more accurate" taxo
nomic phonemic analysis. In fact, however, the "greater .a.ccuracy:'. of the latter
seems to reside in nothing other than its observance of conditions (321-lV). We return
below to the question of why this is regarded as a sign of greater accurac~.. .

We have, as yet, said nothing about the principle of complementary distribution,
which is the central concept of taxonomic phonemics as developed, for example, by
Jones, Troubetzkoy, Harris, and Bloch. This principle is, basicall~, the principle?f
biuniqueness converted into a procedure. Regarded as an an~lytlc proce~~re, Its
goal is to provide the minimally redundant representation meeting th~ ~o~dltIOnsof
biuniqueness and local determinacy. We will show, h~wever,.that It IS m g~~eral
incapable of providing the minimally redundant analysis meetl~g these conditions,
and furthermore, that it may even lead to a nonbiunique analysis.

We can formulate the principle in this way (following Harris, 1951a, chapter 7):
Given a set of representations in terms of phones, let us define the distribution D(x)
of the phone x as the set of (short-range) phonetic contexts in which x ~ccurs. The
relation of complementary distribution holds between phones x and y If D(x) and
D(y) have no element in common. A tentative phoneme is a class of pho~es related
pair-wise by the relation ofcomplementary distrib.ution. Some w.ould require further
that a defining phonetic property be associated ":Ith e~ch tentatI~e.pho~7eme,mar.k
ing each of its members and no other phone (the mvanance cond~t~on). A tenta!zve
phonemic system is a family of tentative phonemes meeting ~ condlt~o.nofeXh.aus.tlve
ness. We find the phonemic system (or systems) by applying additional criteria of

symmetry. .
But consider the example of phonemic overlapping due to Bloch that was dis-

cussed above, namely, the case of a dialect with [D] as the realization of Ir/. in
"throw" and of ItI in "Betty," where it contrasts with the [r] of"ber.ry." The require
ment of biuniqueness is preserved if we set up the phonemes Itl, With the allophone
[D] in intervocalic, post-stress position, and [t], with the allophone [D] a~ter .
spirants. Given a phone in a phonetic context, we can now uniquely assign It to
phoneme; and given a phoneme in a phonemic context we .can un~quely. .
its phonetic realization (up to free variation). However, this SOlutIO~, which IS
only reasonable one (and the one Bloch accepted in his 1941 paper), IS
with the principle of complementary distribution. In fact, the allophones [D] and
of Irl are not in complementary distribution, since they both occur in the
[be-iy] ("Betty," "berry"). Hence complementary d~:tribut~on is not ~ necessary
condition for biuniqueness. Furthermore, the class of tentative phonemic svstems"
as defined in the preceding paragraph will not include the optimal biun!que
as a member, so that no supplementary criteria will suffice to select It from

class.

4'This would be required by Troubetzkoy, Jakobson, and Bloch, but not by Harris ~cf.
note 28). He maintains that "any grouping of complementary se~me~ts ~ay be called phc)Uernic,'
and that further criteria have to do only with convenience, not Withlinguistic fact.

But now observe further that the class of tentative phonemic systems, as defined,
will contain systems that fail the principle of biuniqueness. Thus, for example, [k]
and [a] are in complementary distribution in English (and, furthermore, share
features shared by nothing else, e.g., in Jakobson's terms, the features Compact,
Grave, Lax, Non-Flat). Hence they qualify as a tentative phoneme, and there is a ten
tative phonemic system in which they are identified as members ofthe same phoneme
IK/. But in this phonemic system, "socked" [sakt] and "Scot" [skat] will both be rep
resented phonemically as IsKKt/. Similarly, [~] and [r] are in complementary distri
bution (and share defining features) and thus qualify as a potential phoneme. But if
they are identified as variants of IRI, we will have "prevail" IpRRvel/, [proveyl],
"pervade" IpRRvedl [porveyd], which is a violation of local determinacy, and of
biuniqueness as generally construed. Consequently the principle of complementary
distribution does not even provide a sufficient condition for biuniqueness. Since it
provides neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for biuniqueness, and, appar
ently, has no motivation except for its connection with biuniqueness, the principle of
complementary distribution appears to be devoid of theoretical significance.

Related questions have been discussed by taxonomic phonemicists, but the general
problem has apparently escaped attention. Troubetzkoy considers the example of
English [r] and [~], and gives a rule (1935, Rule IV; 1939;Rule IV) that would pre
vent them from being assigned to the same phoneme in case the sequence [or] is in
contrast with [o], This rule, as formulated, is not pertinent to the problem of pre
serving biuniqueness, and does not cover either of the examples of the preceding
paragraph. It is, furthermore, entirely ad hoc, and thus simply serves to indicate a
theoretical inadequacy of taxonomic phonemics.

Apparently only Harris has considered a special case of this problem explicitly.
He points out (l95Ia, 62, note 10) that we might have phonetic representations
[tray], [kray] for "try," "cry," where j-k and r-r are in complementary distribution.
But if we were to set up a tentative phonemic system in the manner described above,
we could have a phoneme ITIwith allophones mbefore [r] and [k] before [r], and a
phoneme IRIwith allophones [r], [r]. But now both "try" and "cry" would be repre
sented ITRay/. To avoid this, Harris suggests that we first group [r] and [r] into [t],
and then redefine distributions in terms of the newly specified contexts, in which m
and [k] now contrast before [t]. This procedure will avoid the difficulty in the partic
ular case of "try," "cry," but not in the cases described above. Furthermore, the
same procedure could just as well be used to group mand [k] into ITI, thus keeping
[r] and [r] phonemically distinct (in further justification, we could point out that this
regularizes distributions, since now ItI occurs neither before Irl or Ill, instead of,
asymmetrically, only before Ir/). Hence, as in the case of the procedures discussed
above, it fails to distinguish permissible from impermissible applications. Finally,
the procedure as stated is inconsistent with Harris' general requirement on the set
oflinguistic procedures (l951a, 7), namely, that operations must be "carried out for
all the elements simultaneously" without any "arbitrary point of departure." In fact,
this requirement was what made it possible for Harris to avoid Bloomfield's use of
descriptive order (cf. note 35, above). But it is violated by the procedure just dis
cussed.

4.4 Criteria for systematic phonemics. Systematic phonemics in the sense of
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Sapir or of Section 4.2 does not observe the conditions (32) and is not based on such
techniques as complementary distribution or, for that matter, on any analytic pro
cedures of segmentation and classification.48 Furthermore, construction of the set of
ordered rules constituting the phonological component cannot be undertaken in
isolation from the study of syntactic processes, just as study of the syntactic compo
nent cannot proceed without regard to the simplicity and generality of the rules
that convert its output into a phonetic representation.

In analyzing a particular language, we must assume given a theory of generative
grammar that specifies abstractly the form of grammars and a measure ofevaluation
for grammars. To fix the level of systematic phonemics for this language, we must
attempt to construct the most highly valued grammar compatible with the primary
data from this language (cf. Section 1). The level ofsystematic phonemics will consist
of the set of representations that appear in derivations provided by this grammar at
the point where grammatical morphemes other than junctures have been eliminated.
It is certainly conceivable that there exist procedures of some sort that would facili
tate the task of selecting this level of representation, but they are not, to my knowl
edge, available today. It is hardly likely that elementary taxonomic procedures of
the kind that have been studied in modern structural linguistics can lead to the dis
covery of this level of representation. For the present, it seems that the most promis
ing way to give a closer specification of this level of representation and the criteria
that determine it is by refining the abstract conditions on the form of generative
grammar, the measure of evaluation, and the universal features that define the pho
netic matrices in terms of which the primary data is represented.

We observed in Section 4.2 that if a grammar is to achieve the level of descriptive
adequacy, the rules of its phonological component must be ordered; and, in general,
a derivation will contain many representations between the systematic phonemic and
the systematic phonetic. We suggested that there is no set of intermediate repre
sentations that has any systematic significance. Whether or not this is true, we
now, in Section 4.3, accumulated evidence showing that if a level meeting the
tions associated with taxonomic phonemics is incorporated in a grammar, then
generalizations will not be expressible and descriptive adequacy cannot be achieved.
It is important, then, to see whether there is some way of justifying the assumption
that a level of taxonomic phonemics actually constitutes a part of linguistic structure.

4.5 The motivation for taxonomic phonemics. We are now concerned with
question: Why should it be assumed that a grammar must generate
meeting the conditions (32), as part of the structural descriptions of utterances
What, in other words, is the justification for the theory of taxonomic phonemics,

any of its modern varieties?
Many linguists would perhaps take a position of the sort expressed by Twaddell

(1935). In opposition to the "mentalistic" approach of Sapir (that is, the approach
that is concerned with descriptive and explanatory adequacy), he proposes a
of phonemic analysis for which the following is "the only defense that may
offered": "this procedure ... appears to be characterized by a minimuF of

<BIn the case of Sapir, it seems that the choice of examples in his i~iiJo~~~~;~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~[~i~J~.
paper (1933) was motivated by his rejection of these (at the time, ~1

undemonstrable. With one coherent set of assumptions and conventions which are
indispensable to all scientific linguistic study, and one sound laboratory generaliza
tion, we may apply strictly mathematical methods and deduce a logically unimpeach
able definition of some entity." (74). Thus the phoneme is "a mere terminological
c.onvenien:e". (68). There is no necessity for demonstrating "psychological reality"
(i.e., descriptive adequacy), because "this demonstration would be a convenience
rather than a necessity for linguistic study: it would represent a summary of the be
havior of native speakers, a behavior which is already available for the student of
language, though in less concentrated fonn" (58). The only legitimate activity for
the linguist is "the study of phenomena and their correlations" (57-this value
judgment Twaddell regards as a principle of "scientific methodology"); attempts to
provide explanations on the basis of "mentalistic assumptions" are characterized as
"fraud." Thus all that is asked of a linguistic notion or a linguistic description is that
it meet the requirement of consistency and what we may call convertibility (namely,
the. account must be explicit enough to be convertible into some other, equally
arbitrary framework) and, perhaps, in some sense, simplicity and convenience.

In part: Harr.is seems to take a similar position in his Methods (195la, chapter 1).
He describes hIS procedures as "merely ways of arranging the original data." The
only general condition that they must meet is the biuniqueness condition, which is
not justified on any external count, but simply is taken as defining the subject. The
procedures must be "based on distribution, and be unambiguous, consistent, and
subject to check." The criteria for selecting phonemes are stated only "to make
explicit in each case what method [ofdata arrangement] is being followed" (63).Thus
only consistency and convertibility (and convenience, for one or another purpose) is
required of a linguistic theory or a grammatical description. But Harris also states
(372-3) that "the work ofanalysis leads right up to the statements which enable any
one to synthesize or predict utterances in the language," that is, to a generative gram
mar. This constitutes a truth claim for the procedures, a claim which surely cannot be
maintained if conflicting procedures meeting the conditions of consistency and con
vertibility are equally valid, and which would appear to be incompatible with Harris'
earlier remark that the "over-all purpose ... [of the procedures] ... is to obtain a
compact one-one representation of the stock of utterances in the corpus" (366).
Furthermore, there are no known procedures which lead to this more ambitious, and
far more significant goal. These conflicting remarks concerning what Hockett has
called "metacriteria" (1955) illustrate a general ambivalence concerning goals that
makes evaluation of modern taxonomic linguistics on its own terms rather difficult.

Insofar as consistency and convertibility are taken as the only valid metacriteria
linguistic theory is concerned only with the level of observational adequacy. This
theory makes no claim to truth; no evidence conflicts with it, just as none can be
o~ere~ in its support. The only criticism that is relevant is that taxonomic phonemics,
as indicated above, seems more of an inconvenience than a convenience ifembedded
within. a full grammatical description. This point of view takes a theory to be,
ess~ntIally, nothing more than a summary ofdata. In contrast, it has been repeatedly
p~mted .out (most forcefully, by Karl Popper) that the prevailing attitude in the
SCIences IS to regard data as ofinterest primarily insofar as it has bearing on the choice
among alternative theories, and to search for data, however exotic, that will be crucial
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in tbis sense. In any event, there is surely no reason why the linguist must necessarily
limit himself to "the study of phenomena and their correlations," avoiding any
attempt to gain insight into such data by means of an explanatory theory of
language, a theory wbich is, ofcourse, "mentalistic," in that it deals with the character
of mental activity rather than with its physical basis.

If one is unwilling to settle for just consistency and convertibility, what further
justification can be offered for taxonomic phonemics? I have tried to show above that
the internal linguistic evidence does not support taxonomic phonemics. Taxonomic
phonemic representations do not contribute to the simplicity or generality ofa gram
mar, but, in fact, have just the opposite effect. Therefore one must search for external
evidence. In particular, it is important to ask whether reasonable requirements for
a perceptual model ( (la) of Section 1.3) or a learning or discovery model ( (lb) of
Section 1.3) have any bearing on the validity of taxonomic phonemics. Considera
tions ofthis sort may actually have been at the core ofsome theoretical and methodo-

logical studies.
One might try to justify the conditions (32) by arguing that speech perception

involves two successive stages: the hearer first uses only local phonetic cues to
identify the invariant criterial attributes that determine the successive taxonomic
phonemes; and he then goes on to determine the deeper structure of the utterance
(in particular, its systematic phonemic representation and its syntactic structure).
This clearly seems to be the view of Jakobson (cf. Jakobson, Fant and Halle, 1952)
and of Joos (1957, 92),49 among others. However, there is no real basis for this account,
and it is scarcely in accord with what little is known about complex perceptual pro
cesses, or, for that matter, about speech perception. Thus it is well known that
intelligibility is preserved under gross phonetic distortion, which may be completely
unnoticed when grammatical constraints are met; and briefexposure to an unfamiliar
dialect is often sufficient to overcome unintelligibility or even an impression of
strangeness (note that related dialects may differ greatly, sentence by sentence, in
phonetic and taxonomic phonemic representations, though perhaps hardly at all on
the level of systematic phonemics-cf. in this connection Halle, 1962; also Choms~,
1959 for an analysis of some of the data presented by Sledd, 1955, 1958, from this
point of view). Sapir is the only linguist to have presented careful observations
native perceptual responses relevant to this question, in his classicpaper~npsycholog
ical reality (1933), and his reports are directly counter to the taxonomic account
speech perception. Surely one would expect that in identifying a~ utterance, the
hearer will bring to bear the full grammatical apparatus that determmes the space
possibilities from which this utterance is drawn and the nature and interrelations
these objects. That is, one would naturally expect that, as in the case of other per
ceptual processes, the hearer's knowledge will provide a complex schema
which the actual signal is interpreted. To the extent that this is true, the "atomistic"
view of the taxonomic phonologists will be in error. In any event, presently

40To illustrate his point, Joos cites the example of someone who responded to "he has poise' ,,,,ith
"what's a poy?" But this seems rather dubious support for his position, since the
was puzzled by the apparent application of the unfamiliar lexical rule: N ...... poy, and had
assigned a full syntactic structure to the utterance. Thus this example doe.s not support the
pendence of phonemic representation from syntactic structure in perception.

evidence does not support the taxonomic model given above as an adequate general
account of speech perception.P

It remains to consider the status of taxonomic phonemics with respect to a model
of acquisition of language. There is, in fact, an approach to the question on these
grounds.

Suppose that we impose on the acquisition model the condition of separation of
levels, which we can interpret as requiring that the level of systematic phonetic
representation must be "rationalized" and converted to a level of taxonomic pho
nemic representation without reference to any morphological or syntactic informa
tion." Observe that this condition is not to be confused with the conditions of
biuniqueness and local determinacy. These (as all of the conditions (32)) pertain to
the "perceptual model"; they assert that the phonemic correspondent to a given
phonetic sequence must be determinable by operations involving only neighboring
sounds, once the phonemic system isfixed. But the condition ofseparation oflevels is
not a formal condition on a phonemic system and on the rules that relate it to sound'
it is a methodological condition on information relevant to determining the correct
choice of a phonemic system. It thus pertains to an acquisition model such as (lb),
rather than to a perceptual model such as (la).

Nevertheless, there is a connection between the condition of separation of levels
and the conditions ofbiuniqueness and local determinacy. Ifno higher-level informa
tion is relevant to determining what is the taxonomic phonemic system, it is natural
to require that once the taxonomic phonemic system is fixed, on purely phonetic
grounds, no higher-level information should be relevant to determining what is the
sequence of taxonomic phonemes corresponding to a given sequence of phones.
Consequently, an argument in support of the condition of separation of levels
would, indirectly, provide a motivation for imposing the conditions of biuniqueness
and local determinacy on the perceptual model as formal conditions on the notion
"phoneme."

This is apparently the line of reasoning that has been followed insofar asjustifica
tion for the conditions of biuniqueness and local determinacy has actually been
offered. Thus, for example, Hockett gives only one argument in support of these
conditions in the review cited above (Hockett, 1951), namely, that given these condi
tions "one knows definitely to what level each fact applies." Otherwise, we have a
"hodge-podge arrangement." He is concerned here with the context of discovery,
not perception, and is offering an argument in support of the condition ofseparation
oflevels rather than in support of the biuniqueness and local determinacy conditions
directly. Similarly, in his important paper on phonemic overlapping (1941), Bloch

50For further discussion,see Halle and Stevens (1961),Miller and Chomsky (1963) and references
there cited. For discussion in a similar vein on the syntactic level, see Matthews (961).

5lOneor another form of this isimplicit in all substantive discussions of linguistic procedures that
I have been able to locate. Some linguists (e.g., Pike and Harris) would allow restricted use of cer
tain higher-level information in phonology, where this can be obtained by "cyclic" or "spiral"
proced~res (cf. Pike, 1947, 1952; Harris, 1951a), but many American linguists insist on strict
separauon. Glossematicians also mention successive and intricately interwoven procedures of
analysis and synthesis (Diderichsen, 1958). The kinds of procedures they have in mind also allow
for some sort of interdependence of levels, but the reference to procedures is too vague for the ex
tent of permitted interdependence to be determinable, in this case.
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52For a~ account of its background, see Gleason (1961, chapter 19). An important critique is
presented In Sledd (1955).
[k5:lT~is ;u!~ is of c.o~rs~ incorrect as stated (cf. "relaxation" [rlhilkseysIn], "condensation"
coande~se.ys.m], etc.) If I~ IS one of a set of unordered rules of a taxonomic grammar. But it is

rrect If It IS emb:dded Into a transformational cycle of the kind discussedabove. Cf. references
of note 6 for details.

evidence alone. These procedures make use of phonetic features that appear at
utterance boundary to determine the position of junctures medially in utterances.
Thus a juncture would be marked in "night rate" because it contains an utterance
final allophone of ItI followed by an utterance-initial allophone of ls]. Apart from
the. counterexamples that have already been offered to this principle (and that re
main unanswered-cf. e.g., Leopold, 1948; Harris, 1951a, 87; Chomsky, Halle,
Lukoff, 1956, Section 2) it is clear that it cannot succeed because of examples of the
foll?:v ing kind. In many dialects of English, ItI has the allophone [D] in word final
pOSItIOn after a weak stress and before a main stress-thus we have [iDedz] ("at
~d:s"), [iDrewr] ("at our"), [oreDred] ("that ad"), contrasting with [itend] ("attend")
[ltrek] ("attack," "a tack") and with [idept] ("adept"), [idrept] ("adapt"). But [D]
occurs only medially, never finally. Thus any consideration involving utterance
boundary will place junctures in exactly the wrong places. Alternatively, if no junc
tures are placed, [D] must be taken as a third alveolar stop, giving an equally un
acceptable phonemic analysis. We must conclude, then, that there is no known
method for assigning junctures in terms ofphonetic evidence alone. Present methods
do not distinguish permissible from impermissible applications, and, consequently,
are useless as they stand. It seems unlikely that this difficulty can be remedied and
unless it is, the principle of separation of levels is entirely untenable. '

As a second example, consider the much debated subject of English vocalic nuclei.
According to a view that is widely held among American structuralists.P these are
to be analyzed as short vowels plus one of the glides tst. Iwl or Ih/. On the purely
ph.on~tic grounds o~ which the question must be discussed by those who accept the
principle of separation of levels, this is a very neat and well-motivated description.
In particular, the post-vocalic Ih/, representing a centering glide, can be used to
account for such contrasts as "real" lrihl/, "really" IrihliYI versus "reel" Iriyll
"Greeley" IgriyliY/, etc. '

If, however, we are concerned with selecting a phonemic system that will be com
patible with a fully descriptively adequate grammar, this analysis becomes quite un
acceptable. Thus observe that on the level ofsystematic phonemics, the words "real,"
"really" will be represented Irirel/, lrirel + Iii (because of "reality"), just as "total,"
"totally" are represented It6trel/, ltOtrel + Iii because of "totality," and "mobile" is
represented Im6bill because of"mobility." Furthermore, the glide of"real," "really"
IS not to be distinguished on the level of systematic phonetics from that of "total "
"t t 11 "" bile" ( " h 'o a y, mo I e or, lor t at matter, "dialect," "betrayal," "refusal," "science,"
etc.), namely, [i], Hence in all of these cases the systematic phonetic representation
can be derived from the systematic phonemic by the very general rule of English
phonology that:

offers only one argument (an argument that Joos, in his comments, 1957, considers
conclusive) to show why the biuniqueness condition must be maintained, namely,
this: "Suppose that we are studying a new and unfamiliar dialect ofEnglish, and that
we have succeeded in pairing the stressed and the unstressed vowels of such words as
at, them, could, will, so, and the like; ifwe now hear a phrase like out oftown, with the
unstressed vowel of the second word perceptually the same as those which we have
already identified with various stressed alternants, how are we to treat this? We must
defer the phonemic analysis until we chance to hear a stressed form ofthe same word,
which may not occur at the dialect we are studying, or which, if it does occur, we may
fail to recognize as 'the same word.' "

Both Bloch and Hockett are proposing that the condition of biuniqueness must
be imposed on the notion "phoneme" because the model for acquisition must meet
the condition ofseparation oflevels. But it is important to observe that both of them
are presenting an argument that is methodological rather than substantive. They do
not suggest that an accurate model of the process of acquisition of language must
incorporate the condition of separation oflevels-that this is a fact about the design
oflanguage and about the intrinsic characteristics ofan organism capable oflearning
a language under the empirically given conditions of time and access. They are con
sidering rather the problems ofgathering and organizing data, and thus their indirect
argument for the conditions of biuniqueness and local determinacy at most shows
that it would be convenient for the linguist if there were a level of representation
meeting these conditions, but it does not bear on the question of the existence of this
level as a part of linguistic structure.

Let us turn to the question of separation oflevels as a substantive issue. As in the
case of the conditions (32), two kinds of considerations are relevant: external con
siderations pertaining, in this case, to language acquisition rather than perception;
and purely internal linguistic considerations. As to the former, Hockett has in fact
suggested in various places (e.g., 1948) that the successive steps of the analyst
in some way parallel those of the language learner. But clearly the child does not
master the phonology before proceeding to the syntax, and there is no possible
justification for the principle of separation of levels from considerations of this

It remains then to ask whether this condition can be justified (thus indirectly
viding a justification for the biuniqueness and local determinacy conditions)
internal linguistic grounds, that is, by a demonstration that it contributes to
clarity, generality, or coherence ofa full grammar. But it seems clear that this principle
has rather the effect of detracting significantly from these qualities, and, in fact,
adherence to this principle makes it impossible to attain the levels of descriptive
explanatory adequacy. Consequently, the principle seems to be entirely superfluous,
in either its stronger or weaker forms (see note 51).

The effects of strict application of a principle of separation of levels have
been discussed. The matter of word boundary that Hockett cites in his invented
example discussed above illustrates the problems that arise when it is adopteo.
has long been recognized that a phonemic system is quite unacceptable
are recognized. Consequently, linguists who adopt the principle of partial or
plete separation of levels have attempted to devise analytic procedures that
make it possible to place junctures in appropriate places on the basis of phom~t1c

Vowel ~ i when unstressed.53 (42)
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If, however, we wish to provide the taxonomic phonemic representations jriW.j,
jrihliyj, jtowtilj, jtowtiliy, jmowbilj, jdayilektj, jbiytreyilj, etc., as an intermediate
stage of formal description, we must replace the general rule (42) by the three rules:

quently, to the extent that considerations of the sort that Ferguson adduces are rele
vant, they show nothing more than the untenability of the thesis of autonomy of
phonology. It is true that in plotting isoglosses, "it is often quite clear that subareas
of different phonological systems do not coincide wellwith subareas of grammatical
systems and lexical inventories" (Ferguson, 290), just as it is clear that isoglosses
drawn for vocalic systems often do not coincide with those drawn for consonantal
systems. The argument from this to autonomy is equally apposite in both cases.
Similarly, in the case of Ferguson's other examples."

Finally, I should like to comment on Ferguson's assertion that Halle's theory (as
also the theory of the present paper) does not provide machinery for describing
phonetic data that is accounted for adequately by his autonomous phonology. He
cites, e.g., the word Audrey with the cluster jdrj as compared with bedrock with
jd + rj and bedroom with variation between jdrj and jd + t]. In this case, a "non
autonomous" generative grammar would give rules stating that in bedroom the
morpheme boundary sometimes does and sometimes does not become a phonetic
juncture (depending on dialect or style, as the facts indicate). It would, on the other
hand, make no such statement about Audrey (with no boundary) or bedrock (where
the boundary always becomes phonetic juncture). I do not see what is the problem
here, or how an autonomous phonology of type that Ferguson proposes would
handle the situation any differently. Ferguson's example simply shows the absurdity
of the claim that everymorphemic boundary is a phonetic juncture, but surely no one
has ever maintained this. What has been maintained is that syntactic and morpho
logical considerations must be taken into account in determining when to handle
phonetic facts by placement of junctures, and when to handle them by postulation
of new phonemes, and Ferguson's remarks have no bearing on this question.

Summarizing, then, it seems that if we are concerned with descriptive and explana
tory adequacy, only two levelsofrepresentation can be justified in structural descrip
tions provided by the phonological component, namely, the levels of systematic
phonemics and systematic phonetics. The level of taxonomic phonemics is not
incorporable into a descriptively adequate grammar. As noted in Section 4.2, this
conclusion is close to the position of de Saussure and Sapir, and is close to Bloom
field's practice, though perhaps not his theory.

It is interesting to consider the kinds of criticism that have been offered by taxo
nomic linguists against de Saussure, Sapir, and Bloomfield. Wells (1947)criticizes de
Saussure for not making use of the principle of complementary distribution with
respect to a particular language in his "phonologie" (but only the analogous prin
ciple with respect to all languages). In his long review of Sapir's collected papers
(1951b), Harris devotes very little attention to Sapir's fundamental theoretical
papers on phonology (Sapir, 1925; 1933), and remarks only (293) that they confuse

~4F~rguson's claim that a phonological theory that does not observe Halle's condition (3a)
(b1Un~qu~ness and local determinancy) makes diachronic change incomprehensible is particularly
astonishing. Would anyone really be willing to maintain that the phonology of, e.g., Sapir and
Bloomfield, cannot accommodate sound changes that have been exhibited and explained by the
P.ost-Bloo~fi~ldian linguists who have insisted on these conditions? His assertion that the prin
ciples or blUn.lqueness a~d local de.terminacy (note that it is just these that are at issue at this point
10 his diSCUSSIOn) underlie the achievements of the last century represents a curious interpretation
of the history of linguistics.

(43i)
(43ii)

(43iii)

Vowels -? i post-consonantally, when unstressed
Vowels -? h post-vocalically, when unstressed
h -? i post-vocalically,

where the first two relate "morphophonemic" and "phonemic" representations, and
the third relates "phonemic" and phonetic representations. Thus again we find that
what may very well be the optimal taxonomic phonemic system is not incorporable
into a descriptively adequate grammar. The failure to achieve descriptive adequacy,
in this case, is traceable to the requirement of separation of levels in the underlying

theory.
In his review of Halle (1959b), Ferguson (1962) criticizes Halle for his rejection

of the biuniqueness and local determinacy conditions (condition (3a) in Halle's
presentation), and offers a defense of these conditions. But he presents the issue
incorrectly, and as a result neither his critique of Halle's position nor his arguments
in support of biuniqueness and local determinacy are to the point. Since Ferguson's
is the only recent discussion of this issue from the point of view of taxonomic pho
nemics, it is important to trace the argument with some care. Ferguson argues for
what he calls "the autonomy of phonology," that is, the view that phonology is en
tirely independent of syntax and morphology, and that the biuniqueness and local
determinacy conditions are thus reasonable. Halle's position-and the one that I
have advocated here-is the direct contradictory of this, namely, the view that some
phonetic processes depend on syntactic and morphological structure so that pho
nology as a whole cannot be studied, without distortion, in total independence of
higher level structure. Let us call this the view that phonology is "nonautonomous."
A third possible position we may call the assumption of "inseparability of phonol
ogy," that is, the view that all phonetic processes depend essentially on syntactic and
morphological structure. This view has certainly never been advocated by anyone,
and it is unnecessary to refute it. But it is the assumption of inseparability of pho
nology, not the assumption of nonautonomy of phonology, that. Ferguson imputes
to Halle, and against which he presents a series of arguments (to which we
directly). These arguments against the inseparability of phonology have no bearing
on the question of autonomy of phonology. This failure to observe the distinction
between inseparability of phonology and nonautonomy of phonology in fact
Ferguson's argument entirely.

Specifically, Ferguson cites in favor of his position the undeniable fact that syn-
tactic and morphological structure are not involved in certain sound changes and
certain aspects of language learning and dialectal variation. This observation
irrelevant to the issue of autonomy or nonautonomy of phonology (though it
cessfully demolishes the absurd thesis of inseparability of phonology). It is
apparent that morphology and syntax play an important role in specifying the
and character of certain sound changes (cf. much of Kurytowicz' recent
or e.g., Twaddell, 1935, p. 79), of certain aspects of phonological development
language learning, and of certain aspects of phonological dialectal variation.
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phonology and morphophonemics. Similarly Joos comments (1957, 92) that
"when we look back at Bloomfield's work, we are disturbed at this and that, but
more than anything else, Bloomfield's confusion between phonemes and morpho
phonemes disturbs us." But it is important to observe that these and other critics
have not actually demonstrated that the position of de Saussure, Sapir, or Bloom
field is in any way confused. The criticism relies on the assumption that systematic
phonetics has no significant status (so that de Saussure's phonologie goes only "half
way" towards Wells' taxonomic phonemics), and that taxonomic phonemics is a
significant intermediate level of linguistic structure (so that Sapir and Bloomfield
appear to be confusing morphophonemics and taxonomic phonemics in their system
atic phonemics). Hence the criticism amounts only to the comment that de Saussure,
Sapir, and Bloomfield have not developed the level of taxonomic phonemics, but
only the levels ofsystematic phonetics and systematic phonemics. The criticism, then,
is only as well founded as is the status oftaxonomic phonemics.

There is, in fact, a real confusion in Bloomfield, and this has perhaps played a
role in the development of taxonomic phonemics in American linguistics, at least.
Bloomfield's assertion that only two kinds ofrepresentation are scientifically relevant
on the level of sound has had a significant impact on later developments. One of
Bloomfield's significant levels is physical phonetics. The other, if we follow his
descriptive practice, is close to Sapir's systematic phonemics; or, if we follow his
"bundle of distinctive features" theory (1933, 79), it is close to post-Bloomfieldian
taxonomic phonemics. In any event, he explicitly denies any status to systematic
(universal) phonetics. (Similarly, Troubetzkoy, despite his thorough-going reliance
at every step on a universal phonetics, tends to disparage it in his theoretical re
marks.) However, as we noted above, phonology of any sort is unthinkable without
assumptions involving phonetic universals, and Bloomfield uses them constantly,
do all phonologists. Hence there are implicit assumptions concerning systematic
phonetics in his descriptive and theoretical work. Furthermore, from the rejection
of a level of systematic phonetic representation as the "lowest level" of representa
tion to be provided in a grammar, post-Bloomfieldian linguists were forced
the conclusion that the phonemic level must be the lowest level of representation,
Consequently, phonemic representation must be much closer to actual ~~,,,_.~'+l,n_

in the case of the systematic phonemics ofSapir or of much of Bloomfield's practice,
In particular, the conditions (32) become well motivated for this lowest level
representation, and the principle ofcomplementary distribution is invoked to
nate obvious redundancy (supplemented by various ad hoc and ineffective rules
the kind we have discussed above to take account of cases where the representations
meeting (32) are too unintuitive).

In short, we find that there is a gradual return, in post-Bloomfieldian phonological
theory, from the systematic phonemics of Sapir and (to a large extent) Bloomfield,
to a much "narrower" system not too far removed from that of the phoneticians
were Bloomfield's critics (see note 34). It is in this sense that modern taxonomic
phonemic representations are "more accurate," and it is for this reason that they
far more complex than the earlier systematic phonemic representations. In this
the fundamental insights of the pioneers of modern phonology have largely
lost.

V. MODELS OF PERCEPTION AND ACQUISITION

A concern with perception and acquisition of language has played a significant
role in determining the course of development of linguistic theory, as it should ifthis
theory is ever to have broader scientific significance. But I have tried to show that
the basic point ofview regarding both perception and acquisition has been much too
particularistic and concrete. It has failed totally to come to grips with the "creative"
aspect oflanguage use, that is, the ability to form and understand previously unheard
sentences. It has, in general, failed to appreciate the degree of internal organization
and the intricacy of the system of abstract structures that has been mastered by the
learner, and that is brought to bear in understanding, or even identifying utterances.
With regard to perceptual models, these limitations reveal themselves in such con
ditions as linearity, invariance, and biuniqueness; with regard to models of acquisi
tion, in such methodological conditions as the principle of separation of levels, the
attempt to define grammatical relations in terms of co-occurrence, and, in general,
in the emphasis on elementary procedures of segmentation and classification that
has dominated modern linguistic theory.55

These taxonomic models of acquisition are not far removed from the extremely
limited paradigms of learning and concept formation, based exclusively on some
notion of matching or similarity or possession of a common property from some
fixed set of available properties, that are to be found in recent cognitive psychology.
But it does not seem plausible that the kind of generative grammar that seems to be
descriptively adequate might be acquired in a reasonably brief time (if at all) by an
organism that brings to the learning task only a "quality space" and a "distance
measure" along these dimensions. Evidence of the kind discussed above suggests
that each natural language is a simple and highly systematic realization ofa complex
and intricate underlying model, with highly special and unique properties. To the
extent that this observation can be substantiated, it suggests that the structure of the
grammar internalized by the learner may be, to a presently quite unexpected degree,
a reflection of the general character ofhis learning capacity rather than the particular
course of his experience. It seems not unlikely that the organism brings, as its con
tribution to acquisition ofa particular language, a highly restrictive characterization
of a class of generative systems (potential theories) from which the grammar of its
language is selected on the basis of the presented linguistic data. There is no a priori
reason to expect that these potential theories are of the highly simple taxonomic
variety with which modern linguistics has been preoccupied, and the linguistic evi
dence seems to show, in fact, that they are not.

In the case of perception of language, as noted above in Section 4.4, the step-by
step analytic models of taxonomic linguistics are not in the least convincing. The pro
cess of coming to understand a presented utterance can be quite naturally described,
in part, as a process of constructing an internal representation (a "percept") of its
full structural description. Th7re is little reason to doubt that the full apparatus ofthe

559ne might cite de Saussure as a source for this preoccupation with inventory and with taxo
nomic procedures. Cf. (1916, 154).
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generative grammar that represents the hearer's linguistic competence is brought to
bear immediately in carrying out this task. In particular, much of the perceived
phonetic shape of an utterance (e.g., in English, the complex arrangements of re
duced and unreduced vowels and stress contours) is a reflection of its syntactic struc
ture. It would not be surprising to find that what the hearer (or the phonetician) per
ceives is an ideal pattern, not incompatible with the signal that actually reaches his
ears, that is projected by the phonological component of his grammar from the syn
tactic description that he has assigned to this signal (cf. references of note 50).

In part, these questions belong to theoretical psychology. But purely linguistic
research can playa fundamental role in adding substance to these speculations. A
perceptual model that does not incorporate a descriptively adequate generative
grammar cannot be taken very seriously. Similarly, the construction of a model of
acquisition (whether a model oflearning, or a linguistic procedure for discovery of
grammars) cannot be seriously undertaken without a clear understanding of the
nature of the descriptively adequate grammars that it must provide as output, on the
basis of primary linguistic data (cf. Section 1.3). It presupposes, in other words, a
general linguistic theory that achieves the level of explanatory adequacy. It is clear
that we have descriptively adequate grammars, and underlying theories that reach
the level of explanatory adequacy, only for a rather narrow range of linguistic phe
nomena in a small number of languages. It seems to me that present theories of
transformational generative grammar provide a basis for extending and deepening
our understanding of linguistic structure. In any event, whether or not this hope is
ultimately justified, it seems clear that to pursue the goals of Section I in any serious
way, it is necessary to go far beyond the restricted framework of modern taxonomic
linguistics and the narrowly-conceived empiricism from which it springs.
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1 General desiderata for grammatical theory. The traditional aim of a grammar
is to specify the class of properly formed sentences and to assign to each what we
may call a structural description that is, an account of the units of which the sentence
is composed, the manner of their combination, the formal relations of the sentence
to other sentences, and so on. Ifwe hope to go beyond traditional grammar in some
significant way, it is essential to give a precise formulation of the notion structural
description of a sentence and a precise account of the manner in which structural
descriptions are assigned to sentences by grammatical rules. The rules contained in
a traditional grammar are of widely diversified kinds, and there is no clear indication
of what is to be the exact nature of a structural description. Modern linguistics has
devoted a great deal ofattention to clarifying the latter question, but has not consider
ed with any seriousness the notion grammatical rule. Inattention to the process by
which structural descriptions are generated and assigned to sentences leaves a serious
gap in linguistic theory, however, and leaves open to serious doubt particular deci
sions about the inventory of elements in actual descriptive studies, since clearly such
choices should not be independent of the complexity of the system of rules by which
the structural description of each sentence is specified. In any event, it seems that a
really insightful formulation oflinguistic theory will have to begin by a determination
of the kinds of permitted grammatical rules and an exact specification of their form
and the manner in which they impose structural descriptions on each of an infinite
set of grammatical sentences.

By a grammar of the language L I will mean a device of some sort (that is, a set
of rules) that provides, at least, a complete specification of an infinite set of
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